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ABSTRACT

My dissertation details the work I have done related to remote sensing of thermal activity
on Io and thermal remote sensing used in the search for oases on Mars. At Io, I studied
two volcanoes, Tvashtar and Prometheus and their thermal activity. At Mars, I investigated
suggestions of a possible oasis in one of the youngest volcanic regions, Cerberus Fossae
and nearby areas of SE Elysium.
Tvashtar was the site of the first high-spatial-resolution observation of an extraterrestrial
lava curtain. The Tvashtar complex was also the site of a large, confined eruption a few
months after the fissure eruption. I discuss the work involved in estimating the brightness
temperatures and power output of both eruptions as seen by the Galileo SSI. I also discuss
cooling and eruption-style models and their application to Tvashtar. In every geometrically
correct observation of Prometheus, we have seen a 100 km tall SO2 gas and dust plume
above its flow field. This plume and field migrated ∼80 km between the Voyager and
Galileo eras. I describe the work I performed in modeling the plume’s creation as lavavolatile interactions at the flow fronts.
My Mars research entailed the search for thermal systems and constraints on nearsurface water ice in an equatorial region that contains some of the youngest lava flows on
Mars. This region, SE Elysium, also shows evidence of contemporaneous water and lava.
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Life as we know it requires a source of energy and liquid water, so a geologically young
region containing both water and energy is an obvious place to study. I show, however, that
the recent suggestions of extant near-surface water ice and possible endogenic energy escape are not necessary, and that the thermal imaging of the region requires rock rather than
water ice near the surface. I also show that the current instruments at Mars are insufficient
for the remote discovery of thermal reservoirs and then discuss some possible remedies.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1

Io

Active extra-terrestrial volcanism was predicted and discovered over a period of just a few
months. On March 2, 1979, Peale et al. (1979) published their prediction, based on the
orbital conditions of the Jovian system that cause tidal flexing of Io, that Io’s interior would
be largely molten and speculated that, “widespread and recurrent surface volcanism would
occur.” On June 1, 1979, Morabito et al. (1979) and Smith and the Voyager Imaging Team
(1979) published their discoveries of ongoing Ionian volcanism imaged by the Voyager I
spacecraft during its close pass by Io in March 8, 1979. Shortly before the Voyager flybys,
another manuscript, (Hapke, 1979) was submitted, interpreting Earth-based spectroscopic
observations of Io as due to volcanic activity. In total, the Voyager spacecraft observed nine
active plumes, and 22 hot spots (Pearl and Sinton, 1982; McEwen et al., 1992b,a; Strom
et al., 1981; McEwen et al., 1989).
The composition of Io’s lavas was not conclusively established by Voyager, and is still
a little unclear today. The colors and temperature constraints on the lavas as observed by
Voyager and ground-based instruments were all consistent with sulfurous lava compositions. Voyager’s Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer and Radiometer (IRIS) did not have
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sufficient signal at short wavelengths to test for the presence of the high temperatures that
would indicate silicate lavas (Carr et al., 1979). Many of the investigators of the era thought
that the surface expression of Io’s volcanoes was dominated by sulfurous rather than silicate
lavas (Carr et al., 1979). However, later, ground-based, telescopic observations of infrared
emissions from Io revealed temperatures in excess of the boiling point of sulfur (718 K)
or likely sulfur compounds (Johnson et al., 1988; Veeder et al., 1994), and that silicate
lavas were present, if not dominant at Io’s surface. The Galileo spacecraft opened anew the
controversy of lava compositions, but rather than detecting “low” (< 700 K) temperature
volcanism, the problem was one of detecting temperatures that were too high for basaltic
composition lavas (> 1800 K), and seemed to require that Io not have a gravitationally
stable crust (e.g., Jaeger et al., 2004; Keszthelyi et al., 2004, 2005).
Today, we know that Io is the most volcanically active body in the solar system, with
abundant silicate surface volcanism. Such activity holds the potential to inform us of our
own planet’s early history, though for the most part we are still using what we think we
know about the Earth to understand Io. This is largely due to the fact that humans picking
apart an outcrop can learn so much more than staring at a few thousand pictures taken from
hundreds to millions of kilometers from the surface of a planet. However, as I hope the
two chapters devoted to Io in this dissertation show, a very small percentage of those few
thousand images can reveal some of Io’s important secrets. It is also clear that to better
understand Io’s volcanic activity, and thus its relationship to the early Earth’s volcanic
activity, another mission to the Jovian system is necessary.
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1.2

Mars

Mars has certainly had a volcanic past, as the giant shield volcanoes and extensive flood
lavas show (e.g., Carr, 1980). However, it is unclear whether the volcanism has completely
died out, or if there are still some sites of recent activity. In NASA’s search for evidence of
extraterrestrial life, Mars has been under intense study in the past decades, and if anything
as dramatic as Ionian volcanism were occurring on Mars today, we would have seen it.
However, there is the possibility that young volcanic regions such as the Elysium Plains
were formed recently enough that there are still cooling magmas at a relatively shallow
depth beneath the surface. Such magma bodies could provide the necessary energy to sustain life below the surface. As discussed in Chapter 4, the search for oases on Mars requires,
at least in part, a search for energy reservoirs. One of the possible reservoirs is the Cerberus Fossae region within SE Elysium Planitia. It has been noted that the Cerberus Fossae
were the source for several geologically recent lava floods (e.g., Plescia, 1990). Another
requirement for life as we know it to exist is the presence of water. Several researchers
have recently suggested that there have been and may still be large expanses of water ice
in the western Cerberus plains and within Athabasca Vallis, which is immediately south of
Cerberus Fossae (Plescia, 2003; Burr et al., 2002, 2005; Murray et al., 2005). The possible
proximity of a source of energy and a source of water is important, and should be explored
fully. Detecting thermal sources has proven difficult or impossible with the current generation of instruments at or on their way to Mars.
While I cannot rule out the existence of an endogenic source of heat in the Cerberus Fos-
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sae region, in Chapter 4, I show that there is no need to invoke such a source to explain the
relatively high pre-dawn temperatures there, as they can readily be explained by exposed
competent (or bedrock) rock. I also explore the thermophysical properties of the surface
and the upper few centimeters of the subsurface, specifically focusing on three areas within
SE Elysium Planitia: Cerberus Fossae, Athabasca Vallis, and the western Cerberus Plains.
In all three areas, I find that there is no thermal evidence that water in any form exists near
the surface. The thermal observations are easily explained by a layer of rock overlaid by
a layer of insulating material only a few cm thick, at most. While water ice has similar
thermal properties to rock, The Gamma Ray and Neutron Spectrometer observations here
effectively rule out the existence of water so near the surface.
Finally, I look at the observations needed to unambiguously detect low-level thermal
systems on Mars. Unfortunately (for my work), unlike Io, Mars has an atmosphere, which
complicates the detection of thermal emission. I find that about a ten-fold increase in spatial
resolution and sensitivity over the current thermal remote sensing instruments (THEMIS)
is necessary before we can be confident in any detection of endogenic heat via thermal
sensing. Even with such an increase, any detections are unlikely without the aid of spectroscopic, thermal, and morphologic monitoring for thermal events. The imminent approach of the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) will improve the situation with its high
spatial resolution spectrometer, the Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometers for
Mars (CRISM) to search for evidence of near-surface hydrothermal systems, its high spatial resolution imager, High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) to search
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for small scale morphologic evidence of hydrothermal systems, and its Shallow RADAR
(SHARAD), to search for sub-surface water at depths of greater than a meter. However,
MRO does not carry a high spatial resolution thermal sensor.

1.3

Organization, and Work Performed

This dissertation is organized into three chapters and this introduction. Chapter 2 (Milazzo
et al., 2005a) discusses the Galileo SSI observations of the Tvashtar Catena eruptive center
on Io, as well as in-depth analysis of the systematic and random errors associated with the
SSI instrument. This new error analysis has helped to constrain earlier high temperature
observations that had assumed the errors had a Gaussian nature. I changed the formatting
from the Icarus format to conform to the requirements for this dissertation, and fixed typos
and an error in equation 2.8, otherwise there were no changes made. Chapter 3 (Milazzo
et al., 2001) discusses observations and thermal modeling of the Prometheus lava flows
on Io and their interaction with sulfur-dioxide. Again, only the formatting was changed to
conform to the requirements of this dissertation. Chapter 4 (Milazzo et al., 2005b) discusses
the observations and modeling of heat flow and thermophysical properties of surface and
near-surface material at SE Elysium Planitia on Mars. For each of these chapters, I have
had at least two coauthors, and in the case of Chapter 2, many more. I discuss, in more
detail, the work and motivation of each of the chapters in the following sections.
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1.3.1

Tvashtar Catena, Io

Chapter 2 began as an attempt to estimate the temperatures and exposure ages of the
lavas at the first well-established extraterrestrial lava curtain eruption. While others on
Io have undoubtedly been observed via Earth-based observers, this eruption was seen at
300 m pixel−1 , a resolution high enough to be confident in the interpretation. As discussed
in the chapter, we had not expected to observe active eruptions in these images, so this was
a fortuitous event. High spatial resolution of active volcanism affords the opportunity to
estimate lava eruption temperatures, and thus approximate lava compositions. Using both
brightness and color temperature measurements and applying cooling models to the temperatures provides us with estimates of the lava eruption temperatures. The first observation
of the Tvashtar region was taken with only a single filter (open or clear), so we were limited
to brightness temperature measurements. The next observing opportunity allowed us to acquire a full suite of color filters, two in the near-IR, providing the ability to calculate color
temperatures. This observation also showed that the style and location of volcanic activity
had changed dramatically in the few months since the lava curtain eruption. The activity
now appeared to be more akin to surface flows than lava curtains, though there were some
oddities that I discuss more fully in the chapter.
I took the lead in reducing this thermal emission data making interpretations in the
context of Io’s global behavior and geologic history. During the course of working with
the data, it became apparent that the Gaussian error assumption was incorrect because it
didn’t fit the background noise distribution well, and it required lava eruption temperatures
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in the regime of molten ceramics. Laszlo Keszthelyi and I discussed different possibilities
for the error analysis. We first settled on using a skewed Gaussian, but that also required
unreasonably high lava temperatures. In the end, I decided that a log-normal probability
distribution function fit the data best and still allowed for, but did not require, ultramafic
lava eruption temperatures.
After the error analysis was complete, it became obvious that the simple, linear, lava
cooling models that had been used in the past were inadequate to explain the thermal,
albedo, and morphologic signatures of the entire set of observations. I provided a series
of generic differential equation relationships that can explain a number of different surface
flow signatures. Deciding that any one of the relations correctly models the behavior of
a given eruption requires data that we cannot acquire from a small number of spacecraft
flybys. However these relations are still helpful in providing a number of non-linear models
for inherently complex eruptions.
There are a number of data sets presented in this chapter that I had little or no role in
acquiring or reducing. The PPR data of Tvashtar came by way of Julie Rathbun, and would
not have been published anywhere else if she had not been a coauthor. The SSI calibration
data is published in collaboration with Ken Klaasen, Paul Geissler provided the five-color
mosaic of the I27 eruption, as well as valuable comments on the science and writing. The
other coauthors provided important discussions, reviews, and corrections to much of the
work.
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1.3.2

Prometheus, Io

Chapter 3 is my paper investigating the interactions between basaltic pahoehoe lava and
sulfur-dioxide on the surface of Io, with specific application to the possibility of lavavolatile interactions at the flow front creating the commonly observed Prometheus-type
wandering plumes (McEwen et al., 1998a). McEwen et al. (1998a) made this suggestion
because Galileo had observed that the Prometheus plume had migrated nearly 80 km west
of its position as observed by Voyager. Prior to the Galileo observation of the Prometheus
plume migration, accepted theory was that the Prometheus-type plumes were created at
the lava vent. The paper began as a class project for Ptys 554, “Evolution of Planetary
Surfaces”. I heavily modified a numerical code for the cooling of an infinite half-space of
liquid lava by radiation that was produced by Laszlo Keszthelyi (Keszthelyi and Denlinger,
1996; Keszthelyi and McEwen, 1997). The modifications I made were primarily to include
the vaporization of sulfur dioxide at its triple point. Besides coauthor discussions, editing
and commenting on the writing and science of this paper, the only work not done by me was
the initial writing of the cooling model code. This initial code was written in FORTRAN,
and was painfully slow. I rewrote the code in C, and reworked the algorithms to run faster.
While, as published, the model failed to show convincingly that the Prometheus-type
plumes are created by volatilization of SO2 at the flow fronts, the Galileo SSI image data
do not support the other, leading model of a single plume source vent from 30 m thick
basalt layer over an SO2 ice/snow field (Kieffer et al., 2000). More observation, analysis
and physical modeling of this phenomenon is necessary before we will fully understand
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the process of Prometheus-type plume production. The current image data do not rule out
either the model I presented, or the model of Kieffer et al. (2000). One of the critical
assumptions made in this paper is the rate at which new lava is exposed to sulfur dioxide.
This rate was determined mostly through a single set change-detection observations, which
gave a rate of 5 m2 s−1 , assuming a constant eruption rate throughout the life of the ejection
plume. This rate of change is too low to provide enough SO2 vapor to explain the eruption
plumes. However, this change detection measurement only showed surface changes and
gave no indication of the rate of other aspects of the eruption, such as sub-surface inflation.
Unfortunately, later observations critical to the testing of the hypotheses were lost due to
spacecraft safing events.

1.3.3

SE Elysium, Mars

Chapter 4 began as a test of our ability to detect low level thermal signatures on Mars,
specifically testing the suggestion that the Cerberus Fossae, which were relatively warm
during pre-dawn observations possibly suggesting endogenic heat. The ability to detect
endogenic heat would aid in the search for extraterrestrial life. Detecting Io’s thermal
anomalies is relatively easy due to the high power eruptions, low background temperature,
and lack of a significant atmosphere, however, on Mars, the situation is not so simple.
Since we’ve been observing Mars, there have been no obvious, high-temperature effusive
eruptions akin to volcanic activity on Io or Earth. However, there are areas on Mars which
appear to have been covered by lava flows geologically recently, which implies that there
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might still be warm magma chambers or other thermal anomalies in some regions. Remote
detection of low-level endogenic activity turns out to be rather difficult, and will require
higher quality IR instruments, as well as systematic searching for non-thermal signatures
of such activity.
During my research on detection of endogenic activity, Murray et al. (2005) claimed to
have discovered evidence for a frozen sea of water near my site of interest, also Burr et al.
(2005) claimed to see evidence for frozen, near-surface water within a few kilometers of
the region in which I was searching for endogenic heat. Both of these papers claimed water
ice was very near the surface. While these claims did not, directly, have anything to do
with my search for heat, two of the important ingredients for life are sources of energy and
water. If water happened to be in the same location as a source of elevated endogenic heat,
that would be a major reason to focus on the region. I decided to include analysis of the
thermophysical properties of the surface and near-surface materials of the proposed sites of
water ice. In the end, I see no clear evidence for endogenic activity at the Cerberus Fossae,
and reason to discount the claims of water ice near the surface in the nearby regions.
Science is, by its very nature, collaborative. I have had the pleasure of working with
many great scientists, and have had the privilege to include some of them as coauthors
on the papers and conference abstracts I’ve written. I’ve also had the great honor to be
included as a coauthor on some of their papers and conference abstracts.
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CHAPTER 2

Volcanic Activity at Tvashtar Catena, Io

2.1

Abstract

Galileo’s Solid State Imager (SSI) observed Tvashtar Catena four times between November
1999 and October 2001, providing a unique look at a distinctive high latitude volcanic complex on Io. The first observation (Orbit I25, November 1999) resolved, for the first time,
an active extraterrestrial fissure eruption; the brightness temperature was at least 1300 K.
The second observation (orbit I27, February 2000) showed a large (∼500 km2 ) region with
many, small, hot, regions of active lava. The third observation was taken in conjunction
with Cassini imaging in December 2000 and showed a Pele-like, annular plume deposit.
The Cassini images revealed an ∼400 km high Pele-type plume above Tvashtar Catena.
The final Galileo SSI observation of Tvashtar (Orbit I32, October 2001), revealed that obvious (to SSI) activity had ceased, although data from Galileo’s Near Infrared Mapping
Spectrometer (NIMS) indicated that there was still significant thermal emission from the
Tvashtar region. In this paper, we primarily analyze the style of eruption during orbit I27
(February 2000). Comparison with a lava flow cooling model indicates that the behavior
of the Tvashtar eruption during I27 does not match that of simple advancing lava flows.
Instead, it may be an active lava lake or a complex set of lava flows with episodic, over-
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lapping eruptions. The highest reliable color temperature is ∼1300 K. Although higher
temperatures cannot be ruled out, they do not need to be invoked to fit the observed data.
The total power output from the active lavas in February 2000 was at least 1011 W.

2.2

Introduction

2.2.1

Io and recent history of its exploration

Jupiter’s moon, Io (Fig. 2.1), the most volcanically active body in the solar system, has
provided important insight into volcanic processes on the terrestrial planets. The nature
of Io’s volcanic activity has been the subject of intense investigation since its discovery in
1979 (e.g., Witteborn et al., 1979; Morabito et al., 1979). Peale et al. (1979) predicted the
existence of volcanism caused by tidally induced heating. Io is deformed into triaxial ellipsoids of changing dimensions due to its eccentric orbit around Jupiter, forced by orbital
resonances with Europa and Ganymede (e.g., Greenberg, 1982). This tidal flexing causes
about two orders of magnitude more heating than any plausible non-tidal mechanism (Peale
et al., 1979). This prodigious amount of energy heats Io’s interior, is transported via volcanism to the surface, and is eventually lost to space. Io’s power output is on the order of
1014 W (cf., Matson et al., 1981; Veeder et al., 2004).
The Voyager spacecraft discovered 22 active hot spots (Pearl and Sinton, 1982;
McEwen et al., 1992b,a). Nine active eruptive plumes were detected (Strom et al., 1981;
McEwen et al., 1989). The composition of the lavas was not established by Voyager, and
is still unclear today. The colors and temperature constraints on the lavas as observed by
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Figure 2.1: Enhanced color mosaic of Io, taken by Galileo in July 1998 (orbit C21). Most
of the dark spots correspond to active hot spots. The circle indicates Tvashtar Catena, one
of the largest chains of paterae on Io.
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Voyager and ground-based instruments were all consistent with sulfurous lava compositions. Voyager’s Infrared Interferometer Spectrometer and Radiometer (IRIS) did not have
sufficient signal at short wavelengths to show the existence of high temperatures that would
indicate silicate lavas. Many of the investigators of the era thought that the surface expression of Io’s volcanoes was dominated by sulfurous rather than silicate lavas. However, later,
ground-based, telescopic observations of infrared emissions from Io revealed temperatures
in excess of the boiling point of sulfur (718 K) or likely sulfur compounds (Johnson et al.,
1988; Veeder et al., 1994). By the time Galileo arrived in Jupiter orbit, it had been predicted
that active silicate (i.e., basaltic) and sulfur volcanism would be seen on Io’s surface (e.g.,
Blaney et al., 1995; Spencer and Schneider, 1996). When Galileo returned thermal information about Io’s volcanoes, most exhibited temperatures consistent with basaltic lavas
(1200–1400 K) although even higher temperatures could not be ruled out (e.g., McEwen
et al., 1998a; Davies et al., 2000b). At least one of the volcanoes exhibited temperatures
too high to be explained by normal basaltic lavas. A 1997 eruption of Pillan Patera was
observed to have a minimum temperature of 1870 K, estimated through model fits to NIMS
spectra and SSI color images of the thermal emission (McEwen et al., 1998b; Davies et al.,
2001).
The goals of the present study are: 1) to provide a reliable temperature estimate for
the liquid lava temperatures during the eruptions at Tvashtar that were observed by Galileo
SSI, 2) to provide improved error analysis techniques for further study of SSI observations
of other active volcanoes on Io, and 3) to discuss application of, and modifications to,
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existing lava flow cooling models to Tvashtar and other volcanoes.

2.2.2

The Galileo Mission at Io

The Galileo spacecraft spent a very productive eight years in orbit of the Jovian system,
completing 34 orbits during its mission. Galileo entered Jupiter orbit in December 1995,
and ended its tour by diving into Jupiter’s atmosphere in September 2003. High spatial
resolution imaging of the innermost Galilean satellite, Io, was abandoned during Jupiter
Orbit Insertion (JOI) due to a concern about the condition of the tape recorder, and was
subsequently postponed until late in the first mission extension because of the high-energy
radiation environment close to Jupiter. Unfortunately, during the final orbits, the effects
of age and the intense radiation environment took their toll on the spacecraft and camera,
resulting in the loss of roughly half of the Io imaging observations during the extended
missions (McEwen et al., 2000; Keszthelyi et al., 2001; Turtle et al., 2001, 2004). Despite these problems, Galileo returned an extremely valuable scientific data set, including
data from other remote sensing instruments such as NIMS (e.g., Lopes et al., 2004, 2001,
and references therein) and the Photo-polarimeter Radiometer (PPR) (e.g., Rathbun et al.,
2004).
Galileo had highly elliptical orbits around Jupiter, so data collection was concentrated
around perijove. Each orbit had a targeted close flyby of one of the Galilean satellites.
Orbits were named according to the first letter of the targeted satellite and the orbit number.
For example, the seventh Jovian orbit, during which Ganymede was the satellite to which
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Galileo made its closest approach, was called G7.

2.3

Styles of Volcanism on Io

The surface manifestation of Io’s tidal heating is its volcanoes, whose eruptions are quite
varied, from gaseous plumes reaching hundreds of kilometers above the surface to different
types of flow fields and lava lakes. Each of these styles of volcanism provides us with clues
to the nature of Io’s interior and its geologic history.

2.3.1

Volcanic Plumes

One of the most dramatic styles of volcanism, from an observational point of view, are
plume eruptions. The two end-member types of plumes are Pele- and Prometheus-type
plumes (McEwen and Soderblom, 1983; McEwen et al., 1998a). Pele-type plumes are
large (>300 km tall); are most easily detected in the very short wavelengths (violet to
UV); consist mostly of S and SO2 gases; and, with the exception of Pele itself, seem to
be short-lived (days to months). Pele-type plumes produce reddish, S-rich deposits, and
seem to erupt from spatially fixed vents. Pele may have been active throughout the Galileo
tour, as demonstrated by the Galileo (McEwen et al., 1998a), and Hubble Space Telescope
observations of the plume (Spencer et al., 1997), although observations were sparse.
Prometheus-type plumes are more numerous and smaller than the Pele-type plumes
(∼100 km tall); may contain large particles, making them more easily observable at longer
wavelengths (in the green or even clear filters), and sometimes optically thick enough
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to be visible against Io’s disk; occur almost exclusively within 30◦ of the equator; and
tend to erupt for long periods of time (years or decades), although there are exceptions
to all of these generalizations. These plumes seem to be generated at lava flow fronts.
Several instances of migration of Prometheus-type plumes (as flow fronts advance) have
been observed (e.g., McEwen et al., 1998a; Kieffer et al., 2000; Phillips, 2000; Milazzo
et al., 2001). Both Pele- and Prometheus-type plumes are associated with high-temperature
(basaltic or ultramafic) volcanism. There may also exist a different type of plume composed only of transparent gases called “stealth plumes” (Johnson et al., 1995). Pele- or
Prometheus-type plumes may be intermittently “stealthy”.

2.3.2

Effusive Eruptions

There are three main effusive eruption styles on Io (c.f., Lopes et al., 2004). The first
are high effusion rate eruptions associated with large pyroclastic deposits. These eruptions seem to be from fissures feeding open channels or sheet flows (e.g., Keszthelyi
et al., 2001), and the 1997 eruption of Pillan is one example. The second are longlived, relatively steady, effusive episodes that produce compound flow fields emplaced
in an insulated manner over a period of years to decades (e.g., Keszthelyi et al., 2004).
The best example is the Prometheus volcanic center (Keszthelyi et al., 2001; Davies,
2003b). The third are eruptions confined within paterae (a patera is defined as ”. . . an
irregular crater, or a complex one with scalloped edges”; USGS Planetary Nomenclature,
http://planetarynames.wr.usgs.gov/, 2005).
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There are also volcanic centers which seem to defy categorization, including Loki,
which is a 200 km diameter patera that has exhibited continuous (but variable) thermal activity since it was first identified in 1979. Rathbun et al. (2002) had reported that Loki’s
eruptions were periodic with a period of roughly 540 days. However, NIMS I32 (Lopes
et al., 2004) and Earth-based data indicate that Loki may no longer be undergoing periodic
overturns (Rathbun et al., 2003). Elevated temperatures (∼900 K) have been observed at
Loki (e.g., Davies et al., 2000a; McEwen et al., 1998a). Two plumes had been associated
with lava flows to the north of Loki patera during the Voyager flybys (Smith and the Voyager Imaging Team, 1979), though none were detected during Galileo’s time (McEwen
et al., 2004). Pele is another unique volcano, where the hot-spot thermal signature is best
modeled as an active lava lake (e.g., Howell, 1997; Marchis et al., 2001; Davies et al., 2001;
Radebaugh et al., 2004), with peak surface temperatures of 1320–1580 K from Galileo SSI
and Cassini imaging data (Radebaugh et al., 2004). Lopes et al. (2001) analyzed NIMS
data and concluded that Pele’s temperatures were ultramafic with temperatures as high as
1760 ±210 K. Davies et al. (2001) modeled low-spatial resolution NIMS+SSI data with
fits that yielded up to ∼1600 K for the liquid lava temperature, taking into account cooling
from liquidus.

2.3.3

High Latitude Eruptions

Schaber (1982) and Radebaugh et al. (2001) reported that higher latitude-paterae are less
numerous and are larger in size than their low latitude-brethren, suggesting that the style of
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volcanism or tectonics is different. High-latitude hot spots are rare, with only eleven (out
of about 166 planet-wide) above 60◦ having been reported (e.g., Lopes et al., 2004). We
estimate the number of hot spots per unit area in the following manner. The surface area of
a spherical cap is given by:
Scap = 2πRd,

(2.1)

where R is the radius of the planet (assumed to be spherical for this analysis) and d is the
distance from the pole to the plane that intersects the sphere at the latitude of interest,
d = R − Rsin(θ),

(2.2)

where θ is the latitude (60◦ , in this example). Assuming the radius, R = 1.82x106 m, we
calculate the surface area of one cap as 2.8x1012 m2 . There are, of course, two caps, so
the combined surface area of the caps is 5.6x1012 m2 . The total surface area of a sphere of
the same radius is 4.2x1013 m2 . So, there is one hot spot per 5.1x1011 m2 , for the caps with
eleven hot spots, and one hot spot per 2.5x1011 m2 for the entire sphere, with 166 hot spots,
or one hot spot per 2.3x1011 m2 , for just the region below 60◦ latitude. Whether a factor of
two fewer hot spots per unit area in the polar regions is significant is unclear.
During the last few orbits of Galileo, evidence for four plume events similar in all but
duration to the long-lived Pele plume were observed (Turtle et al., 2004; McEwen et al.,
2004). The polar, plume-producing eruptions are temporally sporadic compared with the
lower-latitude plumes (McEwen and Soderblom, 1983; McEwen et al., 2004; Geissler et al.,
2004). The best imaged of the high latitude volcanoes is Tvashtar Catena. In this paper,
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we discuss the medium spatial resolution SSI observations of the Tvashtar region acquired
during the last years of Galileo’s tour of the Jovian system.

2.4

The Galileo Solid State Imager

The Solid State Imaging (SSI) camera on Galileo used an 800x800 pixel charge coupled device (CCD) as its detector, with a filter wheel containing eight filters (Klaasen et al., 1997,
1999, 2003). The filters used for collecting data at Io were the 413 nm (violet), 559 nm
(green), 664 nm (red), 756 nm, and 889 nm, bandpass filters, a 968 nm cutoff (>968 nm)
filter, and a clear filter (380–1100 nm) (Turtle et al., 2004). The clear filter’s effective center wavelength was 652 nm. The 968 nm cutoff (from this point referred to as the 968 nm
filter) and clear filters were commonly used for eclipse and nighttime images because color
temperatures (useful for detection of active lava) can be determined using this combination
of filters (McEwen et al., 1998b). Color temperature is derived from the variation in blackbody thermal radiation (i.e., the Planck function) as a function of wavelength and requires
measurement of only the relative intensities at different wavelengths. Often, the activity
observed by SSI was so intense that it saturated one or more pixels on the CCD, especially
in the clear filter when close to Io. Saturation makes it difficult to calculate lava temperature within a pixel because it prevents quantifying the detected energy flux. However, if the
energy from a saturated pixel overflows into adjacent pixels (i.e., bleeding occurs), as in
the I25 image of Tvashtar (Fig. 2.2), then the total power over a column of bleeding pixels
can be estimated rather precisely by counting the number of pixels into which the charge
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spilled (Klaasen et al., 1997, 1999, 2003; McEwen et al., 1998b).
Another problem with calculating color temperatures is noise due to the radiation environment at Io’s orbit. High-energy particles near Io impact the SSI detector and leave
distinct spots and streaks (“radiation hits”). A larger number of somewhat lower-energy
events strike essentially every pixel in a close-range SSI image of Io, raising the background pixel value and possibly making interpretation difficult. Other, relatively minor,
sources of noise are the dark current and electronic noise that produce a finite signal even
from pixels that receive no visible photons. Color temperature estimates are also complicated by reflected light or, in eclipse, by auroral glows associated with gaseous plumes that
form over some Ionian eruptions (Geissler et al., 2001).

Figure 2.2: This raw, unreprojected image from the I25 flyby shows the 25 km long fissure eruption at Tvashtar Catena.
Saturation and bleeding occurred because of over-exposure of the CCD to the lava curtain’s intense energy output. Most of the
white pixels seen in the image are due to bleeding. The dark material surrounding the eruption is interpreted to be mantling
pyroclastic deposits. The width of the image is approximately 130 km.
33
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I estimated the combined effect of all these noise contributions by examining relatively
dark patches adjacent to the hot spots in the images. From these “background” patches,
the statistical distribution of the noise can be characterized. However, some care needs to
be taken in collecting these data because there are also systematic variations across SSI
images. The most significant of these is caused by the fact that the SSI image is read off
the detector starting from the top, so on long-exposure images, the lower portion of the
image accumulates radiation noise for a longer period than the upper part of the image.
Fortunately, in the images we analyzed, the dark patches we used to characterize the noise
were very near the regions of active lava on the CCD, and the vertical extents of the dark
and active areas are not large compared with the size of the CCD.

2.5

Observations of Volcanic Activity at Tvashtar

Tvashtar Catena (63◦ N, 120◦ W) (Fig. 2.1) is a chain of large paterae that has exhibited
highly variable volcanic activity over the Galileo mission. Tvashtar was first imaged in
global views by the Voyager spacecraft (Fig. 2.3). Its gross structure was essentially unchanged from the Voyager to Galileo eras. Evidence for a hot spot at Tvashtar was first
detected in an eclipse observation in April 1997 (orbit G7) by Galileo SSI (McEwen et al.,
1998a). No further activity was detected until August 1999 when 3.8-µm images obtained
by Marchis et al. (2001), using the European Southern Observatory (ESO) Adaptive Optics Near Infrared System (ADONIS), showed a faint source of emission at Tvashtar. The
estimated radiance was 9 ± 2 GW µm−1 sr−1 (Marchis et al., 2001). On November 26,
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1999, Galileo and Earth-based observers detected an outburst of activity that turned out to
be a 25-km-long lava fountain (McEwen et al., 2000; Keszthelyi et al., 2001; Wilson and
Head, 2001). The next observation of volcanic activity at Tvashtar was made while Cassini
was in the Jovian neighborhood, during orbit G29 (Dec 2000) (e.g. Porco et al., 2003). The
Galileo observations were made at 10 km pixel−1 and greater, and the Cassini observations were made at 50 km pixel−1 . In February 2001, Marchis et al. (2002) observed that
Tvashtar was still active. In August 2001 (orbit I31), Galileo made another close pass to Io,
so close, in fact, that it probably passed through the active plume over Tvashtar (Frank and
Paterson, 2001). NIMS and PPR successfully acquired data of the activity, but there was a
camera anomaly that caused a loss of the planned high-resolution imagery. Galileo’s last
observation of the Tvashtar region (orbit I32, October 2001) provided data for SSI, PPR,
and NIMS. Detailed discussions of each observation follow.

2.5.1

Observations During Orbit I25, November 1999

Tvashtar was targeted for a medium spatial resolution SSI observation during the close
flyby of November 1999 (orbit I25) because of its interesting large-scale topography and
evidence for past volcanic activity (Keszthelyi et al., 2001) (Fig. 2.2). On November 26
1999, Howell et al. (2001) obtained images with the NASA Infrared Telescope Facility
(IRTF) “NSFCAM” several hours after the Galileo I25 flyby. The intrinsic brightness of
Tvashtar during this observation was ∼885 GW µm−1 sr−1 ; Tvashtar was suddenly a member of a rare class of high energy outbursts (Howell et al., 2001). No temperature estimate
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Figure 2.3: Voyager view of Tvashtar. The basic structure of the catena appears to have
remained essentially the same between Voyager to Galileo imaging.
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was reported by Howell et al. (2001). NIMS also observed the I25 fissure eruption. A
color temperature of 1060 ± 60 K was derived from 4 to 5 micron NIMS data (LopesGautier et al., 2000a). PPR observed simultaneously with NIMS during this time. The
I25 PPR observations showed temperatures near 150 K (Fig. 2.4). The PPR observations
of Tvashtar were all made with the open filter during the daytime and thus are contaminated with reflected sunlight. The effective temperatures measured by PPR are therefore
not good estimates of the lava surface temperatures. Also, PPR is insensitive to a small
very hot area, and the PPR fields of view generally contain a lot of non-volcanic cold
background at ∼100–130 K. Trends can be interpreted qualitatively, but the temperatures
cannot be usefully examined quantitavely, except as upper limits. Registration of locations
between instruments and orbits is complicated and inexact (Fig. 2.4).
The I25 SSI observation showed active lava erupting along the edge of a small patera
nested within the larger catena. The patterns of saturation and bleeding led to the interpretation of a large curtain of lava erupting from a 25-km-long fissure with an ∼1 km high curtain of lava with active surface flows at the eastern end (Fig. 2.2) (Wilson and Head, 2001).
The estimated brightness temperature was 1000–1500 K (McEwen et al., 2000; Keszthelyi
et al., 2001). The SSI observation consisted of two frames taken through the clear filter at a
resolution of ∼180 m pixel−1 (Keszthelyi et al., 2001). The eruption witnessed by Galileo
was intense enough for thermal emission to be visible in a short exposure appropriate for
the sunlit surface. In fact, the eruption at Tvashtar was so powerful that many of the CCD’s
pixels were filled beyond capacity, causing bleeding of the pixels.
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Figure 2.4: PPR data of Tvashtar: 25INGIANTS01 shown in blue, 31INTVASHT01
shown in red, and 32ISTVASHT01 shown in green. The ovals show the PPR field of view
for different data points, and the connected + show the average temperature in that field of
view. All data are overlaid on the SSI I32 observation. The daytime PPR data were taken
in the open filter and coregistration between orbits and instruments is not exact.
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I can estimate brightness temperature by making some reasonable assumptions about
the geometry of the hot lava. Here we discuss the brightness temperature estimates for
two parts of the I25 hot lava: 1) the eastern part which has been interpreted to have active fountains and active flows, and 2) the western part which only has active fountaining
(Keszthelyi et al., 2001; McEwen et al., 2000).
Unfortunately, the emission from the eastern part of the fissure has contributions from
both the curtain and the lava flow; we cannot easily separate the upward bleeding from
the flow and the downward bleeding from the curtain. There are 94 pixels in the longest
bleeding column of the image. A pixel on the CCD bleeds when it collects more than
about 100,000 to 130,000 electrons (e− ) (Klaasen et al., 1997), thus there are 9.4x106 to
12.2x106 e− in the bleeding column. We estimate, from comparison with I27 images, that
the lava flow ends 19 to 24 pixels down from the top of the column. Thus, there are 70 to
75 pixels of downward bleeding (there may be electrons from the curtain bleeding onto the
pixels over the flow, but there is no way to distinguish these). For every nine pixels that
bleed down, one pixel bleeds up (Klaasen et al., 1997), so there are approximately eight
pixels (75/9 = 8.3; and 70/9 = 7.8) of upward bleeding. This leaves between 11 and 16
pixels with emitting lava (covering both fountains and flows): (94 − 70down − 8up = 16;
and 94 − 75down − 8up = 11). Therefore, the flux from the actively emitting pixels is:
(9.4x106 /16) = 5.9x105 to (12.2x106 /11) = 11.1x105 e− pixel−1 . The exposure time was
6.25 ms, which gives an electron flux of 9.4x107 to 1.8x108 e− pixel−1 s−1 , or a corresponding minimum brightness temperature of ∼1300–1350 K (Table 2.1).

Table 2.1: Calibrated SSI Blackbody response (e− pixel−1 s−1 ) for temperatures up to 2000 K. In the 10K gain state (gain 4) 1
DN is about 38.7 electrons. The red filter has a low level light leak longward of its bandpass (Klaasen et al., 1997).
Kelvins Violet
Green
Clear
Red
727
756
889
1-µm
600
3.68E-03 2.88E-02 34.68
1.02E-02 2.96E-04 0
8.91E-04 24.07
650
8.51E-02 0.21
322.3
0.47
6.61E-03 1.27E-02 15.38
146.8
700
0.53
1.14
1975
2.6
4.32E-02 0.16
90.61
715.5
750
2.56
4.73
8954
12.81
31.6
100.5
430.3
2810
800
10.17
16.61
3.38E+04 224.1
131
466
1664
9307
850
34.15
50.78
1.10E+05 1101
503
1847
5481
2.68E+04
900
101.3
203.9
3.17E+05 4297
1837
6403
1.58E+04 6.87E+04
950
269.2
770.5
8.26E+05 1.44E+04 5766
1.94E+04 4.07E+04 1.59E+05
1000
652.3
2262
1.97E+06 4.35E+04 1.62E+04 5.27E+04 9.56E+04 3.41E+05
1050
1459
6568
4.37E+06 1.19E+05 4.14E+04 1.30E+05 2.07E+05 6.77E+05
1100
3044
1.79E+04 9.07E+06 2.97E+05 9.68E+04 2.96E+05 4.17E+05 1.26E+06
1150
5985
4.58E+04 1.78E+07 6.87E+05 2.11E+05 6.27E+05 7.90E+05 2.24E+06
1200
1.12E+04 1.10E+05 3.30E+07 1.49E+06 4.29E+05 1.25E+06 1.42E+06 3.77E+06
1300
3.41E+04 5.32E+05 1.00E+08 5.83E+06 1.51E+06 4.21E+06 4.01E+06 9.53E+06
1400
9.06E+04 2.09E+06 2.64E+08 1.89E+07 4.45E+06 1.19E+07 9.78E+06 2.11E+07
1500
2.17E+05 6.91E+06 6.19E+08 5.23E+07 1.14E+07 2.95E+07 2.12E+07 4.20E+07
1600
4.86E+05 1.98E+07 1.32E+09 1.28E+08 2.58E+07 6.51E+07 4.15E+07 7.69E+07
1700
1.04E+06 5.01E+07 2.59E+09 2.82E+08 5.31E+07 1.31E+08 7.54E+07 1.31E+08
1800
2.16E+06 1.15E+08 4.75E+09 5.69E+08 1.01E+08 2.43E+08 1.28E+08 2.10E+08
1900
4.39E+06 2.41E+08 8.23E+09 1.07E+09 1.79E+08 4.24E+08 2.06E+08 3.21E+08
2000
8.74E+06 4.71E+08 1.36E+10 1.88E+09 3.01E+08 6.99E+08 3.15E+08 4.71E+08
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For the western part of the fissure, where, from the I27 imaging, it is clear that there
are almost no surface flows, the I25 image has up to 28 bleeding pixels, with 5–8 pixels to
the base of the fountain. This gives 20 pixels bleeding down and three bleeding up, leaving
2–5 pixels actually covering hot lava. Therefore, a total of 2.8x106 to 3.64x106 e− were
collected from 2 to 5 pixels of emitting lava. A source region of 2 to 5 pixels gives 5.6x105
to 18.2x105 e− pixel−1 . A 6.25 ms exposure time yields an electron flux of 8.96x107 to
2.91x108 e− pixel−1 s−1 , or ∼1300–1400 K. Thus, the brightness temperature of the lava
at Tvashtar during the I25 fissure eruption was at least 1300 K. The actual liquid lava
temperature must have been higher because the surface of the emitting lava has almost
certainly cooled somewhat during exposure (e.g., Keszthelyi and McEwen, 1997).

Eruption Temperature Approximation
To estimate lava eruption temperature, we applied the 1-D numerical solution of a conductively cooling lava flow developed by Keszthelyi and Denlinger (1996). A brief discussion
of the model applied to Ionian (basaltic) lava flows as observed by Galileo SSI (Keszthelyi
and McEwen, 1997) follows. A body of Ionian lava is modeled as an infinite half-space
cooling by thermal radiation. In the model, atmospheric convection is assumed to be negligible on Io, so Ionian flows cool more slowly than their air-cooled terrestrial counterparts.
The model also assumes that the lava radiates to deep space and ignores the effects of
Jupiter and the Sun. These simplifications are appropriate for the short time scales (seconds to hours) and the high temperatures typically examined with this model. The model
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also includes the temperature and bubble-content dependence of the thermal properties of
basalt. Porosity (mainly bubble content) has a dramatic effect on the cooling rate of flows.
For lack of any specific information concerning the vesicularity of Ionian basalts, a 50
vol.% bubble content was used in all modeling efforts in this paper. This value is similar
to that of Hawaiian flows from which this model was developed. However, the I25 pyroclasts are probably similar to Lunar pyroclasts, which are dense droplets (e.g., Hopper
et al., 1974). Small droplets also cool more quickly than the model predicts because they
cannot be approximated as an infinite half-space.
In the Keszthelyi and McEwen (1997) model (called the T0 –τ model), ages of active
lava surfaces range from zero to some maximum value (at most, the length of time since the
eruption began). This maximum age, τ is used as a measure of volcanic activity. Highly
active processes will have small values (a few seconds to a few minutes) of τ , due to
rapid recycling of cooled material back into the molten rock. More quiescent lava bodies
have larger values (potentially days to years) of τ . Real eruptions are likely to have many
different types of activity at any given time, each of which has components that cover
a range of τ . This complexity is difficult to model without intimate knowledge of the
flow field, which is impossible to obtain from a single spacecraft flyby. The mathematical
model also assumes that new, molten lava is exposed at a constant rate, so surface area is
proportional to surface age. Despite the limitations, these approximations can permit useful
comparisons between the observed behavior of Ionian eruptions and this simple model of
terrestrial lava flows.
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To calculate the average flux radiated from a lava body, the model integrates the spectra
for a range of temperatures exposed at the surface with ages ranging from zero (corresponding to the eruption temperature, T0 ) to τ . Using the T0 –τ model, we show in Fig. (2.5) the
flux through the clear filter of the Galileo SSI for varying model maximum surface ages
and a range of T0 .
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Figure 2.5: Clear filter flux and brightness temperatures as a function of T0 for different model surface age ranges (τ ). Lava
cooling estimated by the T0 –τ model. Lava vesicularity is 50% for all model runs. The change in slope of the τ curves near T0
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I inappropriately attempted to apply the T0 –τ model to the cooling of the fountains,
and to calculate the temperature of the liquid lava within the curtain in the I25 observation.
However, this work lays the groundwork for future modeling of cooling of lava fountains
with specific application to the I25 Tvashtar fountain. We first estimate the flight time (τ )
of the lava clasts. Based on viewing geometry and pixel scale, the 2–5 pixels on the western
end of the fissure mean the fountains are 360–900 m tall.
The maximum height of a particle ejected vertically from the vent is given by,
h=

v02
2g

(2.3)

The total ballistic flight time of such a particle is given by,
tf =

2v0
,
g

(2.4)

where tf is the flight time of the particle, v0 is the ejection velocity, and g is the gravitational
acceleration of Io. A height of 900 m for the glowing clasts yields an ejection velocity of
the clasts ejected vertically of ∼57 m s−1 . This ejection velocity is then used in Eq. (2.4)
to calculate the total time of flight of 64 s. The brightness temperature of 1300 K and a
flight time of 64 s are then used in the T0 –τ cooling model resulting in a maximum liquid
lava temperature of greater than 2000 K (Fig. 2.5). This implausible result comes from
violating the basic assumptions of the T0 –τ model. If the fountains only reached heights
of 300 m, then the ejection velocity and corresponding flight time would be 33 m s−1 and
37 s, respectively. A brightness temperature of 1300 K and a total flight time of 37 s yields
an initial lava temperature of ∼2000 K. A discussion of why this calculation is more of
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an indication of the limitations of the cooling model than an estimate for the liquid lava
temperature is presented in Section 2.6.2.

2.5.2

Observations During Orbit I27, February 2000

When Galileo SSI was next able to observe Tvashtar, during orbit I27 (February 2000),
we targeted the volcanic center using a full suite of filters, hoping to make temperature
and composition estimates of the erupting lavas (Keszthelyi et al., 2001). The I25 fissure
eruption had ceased, but there was an active eruption at a new region a few tens of kilometers to the west, within a separate patera (Fig. 2.6). A preliminary brightness temperature
(>1175 K) estimate was given by Keszthelyi et al. (2001). I27 NIMS data showed that the
region of activity in I25 had cooled to between 500 and 600 K from a single temperature
fit at long wavelengths. The NIMS data did not cover the I27 active region as seen by SSI
(Lopes et al., 2001).
The I27 SSI observation consisted of images in five filters; violet, clear, 756 nm,
889 nm, and 968 nm. We chose to use all three of the infrared filters in order to search for
absorption bands indicative of lava composition at relatively high-resolution, 317 m pixel−1
(Geissler et al., 1999). Once again we were surprised: there was significant thermal emission from the previously (I25) dark regions (in I25; Fig. 2.2, dark areas west of the fissure
eruption), which precluded the planned multi-spectral reflectance measurement over this
region. The data were also noisy and “Integer Cosine Transform” (ICT) compressed over
the I25 lava flows (C in Fig. 2.6), ruling out any reliable spectroscopic measurements re-
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Figure 2.6: This false color image includes data from all five filters used in imaging during
the I27 flyby (Table 2.3). The colors away from the active region are from the violet filter
(used as blue), the clear filter (used as green), and the 756 nm filter (used as red). At the
large active region (A), the 889 nm and 968 nm filters were included to show the thermal
emission not visible in the shorter wavelength filters. The two smaller bright points (B)
were visibly emitting thermal radiation in all filters except for the violet. The dark remnants
of the I25 fissure eruption are also visible (C). For scale, the fissure (C) is approximately
25 km long, and the width of the entire image is approximately 275 km.
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lated to composition. The I27 NIMS observation showed that the I25 eruption site was still
hot, with temperatures between 500 and 600 K (Lopes-Gautier et al., 2000a).
Figure 2.6 shows a color image composite made from all five SSI filters. All of the
frames were returned with lossy ICT compression, where radiometric accuracy is degraded
(Klaasen et al., 1997). However, small windows over the active lava in the 968 nm and
889 nm filters were also played back with lossless compression. The clear and 756 nm
filters only exhibited obvious thermal emission at two small regions north and west of the
I25 fissure eruption (B in Fig. 2.6). The 889 nm and 968 nm filters exhibited a large region
of thermal emission, as well as the same small hot spots seen in the clear and 756 nm
filters. About half of the pixels covering active lava in the 889 nm and 968 nm filters were
saturated, including the small hot spots. The westernmost of the two small hot spots was
saturated in the 756 nm but not the clear filter image. The other spot did not saturate in
either the clear or 756 nm filters, but the signal was low enough that the determination of a
color temperature is difficult.
The equation to determine color temperature is:
B(λ, TC ) = AI(λ)

(2.5)

where B is the Planck function, λ is the wavelength, TC is color temperature, A is the
fractional pixel area,  is emissivity, and I is the radiance.
The relation between temperature and power is given by the Stefan–Boltzmann law of
radiative energy transfer,
P = AσT 4

(2.6)
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where P is the power, σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, and T is temperature.
Because there are at least two unknowns (TC and A), determining both values requires
images through more than one filter. The method used for SSI data, which generally has
only two filters showing thermal emission, is to assume that  = 1 for all bandpasses, and
to take the ratio of radiances between the two filters. This method results in a color temperature and a fraction of a pixel filled with material at the derived color temperature. Since
SSI is only sensitive to the highest temperatures in a pixel, the color temperature provides
a useful constraint on the composition of the lava and the style of eruption.
To account for the fact that these images were taken during the day, we estimated the
signal from sunlight reflected off of the lavas by taking an average of the dark, nonincandescent lavas in each filter and using that value as the background signal. This method
allowed us to remove an estimate for the contribution of signal from sunlight reflected off
of the active lavas.
I also considered the effect of light being scattered from the nearby brighter surfaces.
The optical scattering properties of the 889 nm and 968 nm filters are almost identical. The
889 nm filter Line Spread Function (LSF) had a peak of 0.32 of the total signal and a fullwidth-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of 2.82 pixels, while the 968 nm filter had a peak of 0.31
and the FWHM was 2.89 pixels (Klaasen et al., 2003). Furthermore, at these wavelengths,
the neighboring brighter surfaces are only ∼50% brighter than the dark lavas that were used
to calculate the background signal which was subtracted from the bright lavas. Therefore,
the effect of scattered light from the cold “bright” plains into pixels of hot lava is negligible
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on the 889:968 nm ratio.

The I27 small hot spots
One of the most puzzling aspects of the I27 eruption has been the existence of the two small
hot spots about 50 km north and northwest of the large, active region (B in Fig. 2.6). These
small, northern hot spots are, based on their visibility in the clear and 756 nm filters through
which no thermal emission from the large southern region is detected, emitting more energy
per resolved area and, therefore, are probably more vigorously active and hotter than the
lavas in the southern active region.
Using Table 2.1, we estimated the minimum brightness temperature of the lava in these
small spots by assuming that, for the 756 nm filter, the saturated pixel was just barely saturated and that the entire resolved spot was filled with lava at that temperature. I determined
a minimum brightness temperature for the spots of 1220–1240 K for the 756 nm filter, and
1220–1240 K for the clear filter, which has no saturation. Attempts to derive color temperatures from these data provided no useful constraints because the possible range of electron
flux for the saturated (but not bleeding) 756 nm filter pixels is very large. If the 756 nm filter is just short of bleeding, the color temperature could be far beyond the 2000 K to which
SSI was calibrated. If we assume the pixel is barely saturated, we derive a color temperature less than the brightness temperature, requiring that more than 100% of the pixel be
filled with material at that low temperature. Thus we can only conclude that the actual lava
surface temperature must have been more than 1220 K.
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If incandescent lava completely fills a single pixel (105 m2 ) at 1220 K, the power output
would be 1.3x1010 W; the area of the emitting lava is almost certainly much less than a full
pixel. An important caveat regarding these values is that the 756 nm and clear images were
both compressed with lossy ICT compression. Lossy ICT compression results in a loss of
radiometric accuracy due to the loss of high frequency information, which is precisely what
these hot spots are, given that they make up no more than a few pixels in an 8x8 ICT pixel
block.

The I27 glowing patera floor
The glow from the active region was seen through the 968 nm and 889 nm filters (Fig. 2.7)
in the I27 observation. Most of the pixels in these images were saturated (though none are
obviously bleeding), but there were a significant number of unsaturated pixels from which
we could derive color temperatures. In order to calculate color temperatures for the large
number of pixels in the images, we fit an equation (Eq. 2.7) relating the the ratio between
the 968 nm and 889 nm e− fluxes to the blackbody temperature (Table 2.1).
T = −138.096 + 1255.7 ∗ [ln (0.8999 ∗ R)]−0.495 ,

(2.7)

where R is the ratio, T is the temperature. The coefficients and powers were empirically
derived. This equation underestimates temperatures above 1400 K by less than 43 K, fits
temperatures between 950 K and 1300 K well (within 30 K; mostly underestimates), and
overestimates temperatures lower than 950 K by no more than 64 K (Fig. 2.8). After calculating the temperatures at each pixel (the mean of all pixels was ∼1300 K), the fractional
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area at the derived color temperature was computed. The areal coverage per pixel ranges
from a low of approximately 0.0038% of a full pixel (or 3.8 m2 ), for the very highest color
temperatures to 99% (or ∼ 105 m2 ), for the lowest color temperatures. The average area
for the unsaturated pixels is 6360 m2 , or a fractional area of 6.3%.
The total power output for the eruption was calculated using the temperature and area
of hot material in each pixel (Eq. 2.6). The minimum power output from the large eruptive
region is 1.30x1011 W. This value includes only valid, unsaturated pixels in the calculation.
We can also overestimate the contribution by saturated pixels, the temperatures of which
were assumed to be at the minimum brightness temperature needed to saturate the pixel in
either filter and also that the fractional pixel area was 100%. For these images, which were
in gain state 3, a pixel is saturated when it collects ∼21,000 e− (Klaasen et al., 1984, 1997)
. The exposure time of 6.25 ms yields an electron flux of 3.4x106 e− s−1 . This corresponds
to a minimum brightness temperature of 1190 K. Equation (2.6) with T = 1190 K and
A = 1x105 m2 gives a power output of 1.1x1010 e− s−1 pixel−1 . There were a total of 420
(∼4.2 km2 ) saturated pixels, so the total contribution to the power output is 4.7x1012 W,
giving a maximum power output of 4.8x1012 W. To estimate the actual power output during
the I27 eruption, we assumed the average lava area of 6360 m2 and a temperature of 1300 K
for all pixels, and multiplied by the total number of pixels (871) with thermal emission,
resulting in a power output of 8.9x1011 W. Table 2.2 compares Tvashtar’s power output to
that of other volcanoes on Io.
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Figure 2.7: The raw 889 nm (top) and 968 nm (bottom) filter frames taken of Tvashtar
during the I27 flyby. The black bars through the images are where data were lost in transmission from Galileo to Earth. The losslessly compressed windows over the bright regions
of active lava are only visible in the digital images.

Figure 2.8: Fit to calibrated blackbody response to temperatures using the 889:968 nm
ratio. The solid line is the calibration data. Temperatures above about 950 K are not
perfectly matched by the broken line: the equation underestimates the temperature for a
given ratio.
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Figure 2.9: Log-normal fit to noisy dark lavas in the I27 observation, used to characterize the noise for estimating high
temperatures at Tvashtar during I27. Each fit is a log-normal probability distribution function (PDF) with a γ of 0.23 and
non-zero mean equal to the mean DN of the dark lava in the respective filter.
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As discussed earlier, the radiation environment near Jupiter causes the images to be
noisy. A histogram of the dark regions suggested the noise had a log-normal distribution
with a mean above zero. The log-normal distribution is given by,
−
1
P (x) = √
e
γ 2πx

»

(x−µ)2
2γ 2

–

,

(2.8)

where P is the probability of obtaining the value x, µ is the natural log of the mean value,
and γ is a shape parameter related to the variance. The noise and signal in both the 968 and
889 nm images is well fit with a γ of 0.23 (Fig. 2.9).
To understand how the noise affects the temperature estimates, we first assumed that
the noise completely dominated the distribution and that the emitting lavas were all at
the mean temperature of 1300 K. The resulting Probability Distribution Function (PDF)
fits the observed distribution well. However it is unlikely that all of the lavas were at a
temperature of 1300 K when the images were acquired, so we used several temperatures
(900 K, 1100 K, 1300 K, 1500 K, 1700 K, and 1900 K) and corresponding percentages
of the total number of pixels to get a best fit (minimized root mean square error (RMS))
log-normal PDF (Fig. 2.10). The best fit PDF has temperatures of 1100 K, 1300 K, 1500 K,
and 1700 K with total pixel fractions of 0.2, 0.4, 0.2, and 0.2, respectively, i.e.,

P (x) = 0.2P (x)|µ=ln(1100) + 0.4P (x)|µ=ln(1300)
+ 0.2P (x)|µ=ln(1500) + 0.2P (x)|µ=ln(1700) (2.9)
The best fit PDF only decreases the RMS by ∼4%. A PDF fit with 75% of the pixels at
1300 K and 25% at 1700 K decreases the RMS by only 0.125% as compared with the 100%
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1300 K PDF. Such small decreases in the RMS when further constraining the PDF implies
that we have no reason to invoke color temperatures higher than 1300 K for large areas.
However, this analysis cannot rule out small areas at high temperatures.

An Attempt to Model the I27 eruption
An interesting aspect of the I27 activity is that the single lobe flow model (T0 –τ ) does not
reproduce the observed thermal emission. The actual distribution of temperatures and areas is more complicated, perhaps with different sources and flows at different ages (e.g.,
Keszthelyi and Denlinger, 1996; Keszthelyi and McEwen, 1997). The Keszthelyi and Denlinger (1996) T0 –τ model assumes a linear increase in lava surface area as a function of
time, giving a constant, non-zero derivative of surface area with respect to time (and thus
an even distribution of lava surface ages across a given area). The model inputs include the
liquid lava temperature (T0 ) and the wavelength dependent characteristics of the detector.
The outputs are the age of the oldest lava surface that was formed by the ongoing eruption,
τ , and the expected ratio between the given filters’ brightness values. Using this model,
we calculated the expected ratio between the 968 nm and 889 nm filters for a number of
eruption temperatures, T0 , and compared the output with the observed frequency of ratios.
In the case of I27 Tvashtar, there was no single T0 from which we could derive all of the
observed 889:968 nm ratios. One way to account for the apparent problem with modeling the Tvashtar flows as cooling pahoehoe is to assume that there were recent eruptive
episodes before the I27 eruption and that, although they have stopped, the lavas have not
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Figure 2.10: Fits to the observed temperature frequency distribution. The jagged,
finely broken line is the observed distribution, the solid line is the log-normal PDF with
µ = ln(1300K), and the smooth broken line is the best fit log-normal PDF using parameters as discussed in the text. The best fit PDF decrease in the RMS is not statistically
significant enough to support the invocation of high temperature lavas at the I27 eruption.
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cooled to background temperatures. Fitting the observed ratios with this assumption would
require running a model with multiple, recent eruptions, each starting and stopping at different, unknown times. The difficulty we encountered in matching a single T0 –τ model
eruption to the I27 observation suggests that the single eruption, continuous surface age
distributions model does not apply to Tvashtar’s I27 eruption (Fig. 2.11). The eruption at
Tvashtar during I27 was more complicated than can be described by the current models of
Ionian lava flows. In fact, not surprisingly, most of the volcanoes on Io exhibit complicated
behavior that cannot be explained by these one dimensional models (e.g., Davies, 1996;
Davies et al., 2001; Rathbun et al., 2002). Some possible mathematical models for Ionian
eruptions are further discussed in Section 2.6.3.

Figure 2.11: Comparison between observed and predicted 889:968 nm ratios. The observed values are shown on the left.
−968B)
The ratio, R = (968DN
; where 968DN and 889DN are the pixel DNs in the respective filter, and 968B and 889B are
(889DN −889B)
the average DN of the dark lava, Errors for each pixel were calculated by using the statistics for the dark lava for each filter:
−968B−968rms )
−968B+968rms )
Rh = (968DN
; Rl = (968DN
, where 968rms and 889rms are the standard deviations of the dark lava
(889−889B−889rms )
(889DN −889B+889rms )
and Rh and Rl are the high and low errors on the ratio respectively. On the right are the model results from the T0 –τ model.
The expected ratios (for each T0 , given in the upper right) are plotted against (τ ). The obvious problem is that the observed
ratios range from ∼1 to >7 and no single model eruption temperature (T0 ) can produce all of the observed ratios, even after
a long cooling period, unless there were multiple eruptive episodes with cooling periods between them. Because the model
assumes that there is always liquid lava visible, the cooling curves are asymptotic.
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2.5.3

Observations During Orbit G29, December 2000

During Galileo’s next opportunity to observe Tvashtar (orbit G29; December 2000), the
Cassini spacecraft was passing by Jupiter on its way to the Saturnian system, so the two
spacecraft were able to make joint observations. Cassini observed Io at low spatial resolution and revealed a large plume above the Tvashtar region (Porco et al., 2003). SSI imaged
Io at higher resolution and observed a large, red plume deposit around Tvashtar (Geissler
et al., 2004) (Fig. 2.12). The geometry was not correct for Cassini to observe thermal
emission from Tvashtar.
The G29 SSI observation showed a new, large (∼900 km diameter), red, plume deposit
(Fig. 2.12) similar to the one observed at Pele. A plume deposit had not been observed at
Tvashtar in earlier global color images (cf. Keszthelyi et al., 2001, Plate 1). The Cassini observations (Porco et al., 2003) taken at the same time showed an erupting, Pele-like plume
which reached a height of almost 400 km. These observations indicate that, just over a year
after the fissure eruption, a vent in Tvashtar Catena (not necessarily that which produced
the lava curtain) was still erupting material that was volatile-rich enough to produce a large
plume and deposit red, sulfur-rich materials. Ground-based observers also detected activity
in December 2000: Marchis et al. (2002) reported that thermal emission from Tvashtar was
seen with the ADONIS system. A few months later, in February 2001, Tvashtar was still
active, and the flux was 10.1x1012 W. This time, a color temperature was derived, giving a
460 km2 area at 810 K. This observation was likely a combination of cooling flows (mostly
at temperatures of 400–500 K) and an active eruption (Marchis et al., 2002).
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Figure 2.12: Galileo G29 images (lower) of the Pele and Tvashtar plume deposits (large,
medium-dark rings around dark centers). The plumes are shown in the upper (Cassini)
images. The Cassini images were acquired on Jan. 2 and Jan. 1, 2001 (left and right,
respectively). The Galileo images were acquired on Dec. 30 and 31, 2000. Cassini was
about 10 million kilometers from Io, ten times farther than Galileo. The Tvashtar plume is
about 385 km high, with about 150 km projected onto the Cassini camera.
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2.5.4

Observations During Orbit I31, August 2001

In August, 2001 (orbit I31), Galileo was once again in position to observe Tvashtar at high
resolution. If the ∼400 km tall plume had still been active, Galileo would have passed
through it (Turtle et al., 2004). In fact, Galileo’s Plasma Subsystem detected SO2 at the
appropriate point in the flyby (Frank and Paterson, 2001). SSI saw no evidence for plume
activity, so perhaps a ”stealth plume” (Johnson et al., 1995) was active. Unfortunately, the
planned high resolution SSI observations of the Tvashtar region were lost due to a camera
anomaly (Turtle et al., 2004).
Although the SSI observations were lost, NIMS and PPR both detected elevated temperatures during I31. PPR’s observations (Fig. 2.4) indicated that effective temperatures
during I31 reached 170 K and were likely resolved. Warmer temperatures correspond to
fields of view which include darker (as seen by SSI) materials, as expected. NIMS observed five hot spots with temperatures not less than about 550 K. The relative intensity of
hot spots suggested a migration of activity from the southeast to the northwest. The I25
fissure site was still warm as seen by NIMS (Tc >300 K) (Lopes et al., 2004). The NIMS
observed power output (at 4.7 µm) was 2.0 ± 0.6 GW µm−1 . NIMS spectra also allowed
Douté et al. (2004) to produce an SO2 abundance map, which also supports the idea that
the activity was migrating from the southeast to the northwest. The two dark paterae in the
southeast (Fig. 2.6) of the complex have coarse-grained, metamorphosed SO2 surrounding
them, but are almost completely free of SO2 on their floors, while the northwest paterae,
the sites of the I25 and I27 eruptions, have 0–10% SO2 areal coverage. The northern plains
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surrounding the patera are completely blanketed with SO2 (Douté et al., 2004). The large
paterae in which the Tvashtar volcanic complex has been active existed before the I25 fissure eruption (e.g., C21, Fig. 2.1), so there is episodic activity during which volcanism
cycles from the southeast to the northwest and begins again in the southeast.

2.5.5

Observations During Orbit I32, October 2001

For the final SSI observation of the Tvashtar region (orbit I32, October 2001; Fig. 2.13),
SSI was only able to collect a single, clear filter image. No thermal emission was seen by
SSI. NIMS data showed continued low level thermal emissions (Lopes et al., 2004). PPR
observations showed temperatures reached 220 K but were not resolved. Table (2.3) lists
the observations of Tvashtar made by SSI, a similar table for NIMS is available in Lopes
et al. (2004).

Figure 2.13: The Galileo SSI image of the Tvashtar region taken during the I32 flyby. Tvashtar showed no detectable activity at
this time, though the camera settings were comparable with those of the clear filters in I25 and I27. The NIMS I32 observation
showed active thermal emission (Lopes et al., 2004), but the eruptive activity had clearly waned.
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Table 2.3: Medium spatial resolution SSI observations of Tvashtar Catena
Observation ID
Image
Filter
Exposure
Gain
Resolution (km
Number
Time (s)
Mode
pxl−1 )
Orbit I25
25ISGIANTS01
527345700
Clear
0.0062500
2
0.186
Orbit I27
27ISTVASHT01
539939365
Violet
0.3958330
2
0.316
27ISTVASHT01
539939378 756 nm 0.2625000
2
0.317
27ISTVASHT01
539939426
Clear
0.0062500
2
0.319
27ISTVASHT01
539939413 889 nm 0.5291660
3
0.318
27ISTVASHT01
539939400 968 nm 0.5291660
3
0.318
Orbit I32
32ISTVASHT01
625598226
Clear
0.0062500
2
0.200
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The I32 SSI observation (Fig. 2.13) showed no incandescent activity in the Tvashtar
region. The camera settings were the same as for the I25 and the clear filter of the I27
observations, so any comparable activity should have been detected. In fact, the lowest
temperature detectable by SSI for the I32 observation is ∼750 K. NIMS observed thermal
emission and a power output of 2.0 ± 0.5 GW µm−1 (Lopes et al., 2004). PPR observed
temperatures up to 220 K, which were likely an average of high-temperature, small-area hot
spots and large-area, low-temperature background within the field of view. Comparison of
the clear filter of the SSI I25 and I32 observations (Fig. 2.14) shows no detectable change
of the extent (or area) of dark lava on the floor of the western patera, suggesting that these
lavas are topographically confined. If the lava boundaries had changed, the resulting albedo
changes at the margins would be obvious in the ratio image. The maximum height of the
confining topography cannot significantly exceed 50–100 m or shadows would have been
visible in the 300 m pixel−1 , low sun images. Such topographic confinement would be
easily explained if the I27 Tvashtar eruption was an active lava lake confined within a
secondary depression within the larger, western patera. A comparison between I32 and
I27 clear filter images (Fig. 2.15) shows a few changes, although some of the changes are
due to differences in viewing geometry and lighting conditions. Considering the energetic
eruptions between I25 and I32, the lack of significant surface alteration is intriguing.
Most recently, observations by Marchis et al. (2005) in December 2001 at the Keck
AO show that Tvashtar’s brightness was below the limits of detection (1.77, 1.01, and
1.70 GW sr−1 µm−1 for the Kc, Lp, and Ms bands, respectively). Thus, the color temper-
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ature was below 330 K over an area of 460 km2 . It appears that after two years of intense
and varied activity, Tvashtar has cooled down.

2.6

2.6.1

Interpretations and Conclusions

Liquid Lava Temperatures

The most reliable temperature estimates for the I25 (brightness temperature) and I27 (color
temperature) eruptions are near 1300 K. For a color temperature of 1300 K, we can only
estimate the actual liquid lava temperature by assuming an exposure age (Fig. 2.11). An
eruption temperature of 1500 K (basaltic composition) would suggest an exposure age
τ = 10 s for the entire active surface of the I27 eruptive region. A 1700 K (ultramafic
composition) temperature of the liquid would imply τ = 100 s. Increasingly higher temperatures imply older surface ages. It is not possible with the current data set to rule out
high liquidus temperature magma as the source for the I27 eruptions.

2.6.2

The I25 Lava Curtain

I must urge caution in interpreting the result of ∼2000 K liquid lava in Section 2.5.1 as
indicative of ultramafic lavas. The T0 –τ model is probably not applicable to lava fountains;
this model breaks down when the thermal boundary layer approaches the thickness of the
lava body, which is the case for the cooling of individual clasts within a fountain. Hopper
et al. (1974) estimated the cooling rate of a semi-transparent sphere of lunar composition
with a liquidus temperature of ∼1600 K. Their results indicate that an isolated sphere of
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Figure 2.14: Ratio of the I32 to the I25 clear filter images. Bright areas represent material
that has brightened between I25 and I32, while dark areas have darkened. The viewing geometry differences have not been corrected for, so major differences are related to changes
in shadowing (e.g., along topographic boundaries). However, if there had been any large
scale changes in the dark lava that was active in the I27 observation, they would show up
in this ratio. The lack of any albedo changes suggests topographic confinement of the I27
active region. The lower-left-to-upper-right-trending black bar is due to loss of data during
I32 downlink. The nearly vertical black bar is due to pointing uncertainty during the I25
observation which resulted in no overlap between the frames.
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Figure 2.15: Ratio of I32 and I27 clear filter images to show surface changes between
observations. Bright areas were brighter in I32 than in I27, while dark areas were darker
in I32. Reasons for the changes could include actual physical changes as well as perceived
changes due to differing viewing conditions (lighting conditions, relative spacecraft position, etc.). D-1 and D-2 show darkening that may indicate new (between I27 and I32)
pyroclastic deposits. The dark area above D-3 is almost certainly a new deposit, and is
probably a new lava flow. B-1 shows that the I27 “flows” have brightened, probably because they have cooled enough for fresh volatiles to condense onto their surfaces. B-2
shows an inset patera that may have been active just before I27 and had since cooled. B-3
is the I25 fissure eruption site. There are not any unambiguous changes at the site between
I27 and I23.
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size ∼0.1 cm and with (assumed) similar bulk properties to the clasts in the Tvashtar lava
curtain would cool to below SSI detection limits within about 20 s (Hopper et al., 1974).
Wilson and Head (2001) expect an average clast diameter from 100 to 1000 µm. Head and
Wilson (1989) give an excellent description of the dynamic structure of an active basaltic
lava fountain, including the profile of the fountain: there is 1) an inner fountain, which is
optically thick, has a high density of hot clasts, and is hot enough that thermal emission
dominates over reflected light; and 2) an outer fountain, which has a low clast density, is
optically thin and the color is dominated by dark brown or black (reflected light dominates
the color). This dynamic structure ensures that SSI was observing a complicated ”average”
of the cooled and hot clasts. The cooling of the inner fountain is clearly not as efficient
as the cooling of an isolated sphere or even of a clast in the outer fountain. The full-scale
problem of cooling clasts in lava fountains is too complicated to address in this report.

2.6.3

Models of the I27 Eruption

Assuming a single eruption at the I27 site in recent time (enough time has passed for any
previously erupted lavas to cool significantly), the T0 –τ model probably does not apply to
the I27 Tvashtar eruptive region. There are a number of other possibilities that may apply,
either individually or as a combination of multiple types of activity at the same time. The
T0 –τ eruption model, and others like it, can be expressed as,
∂A
= C 6= 0,
∂t

(2.10)
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where A is the surface area, t is time, and C is a constant. As discussed, Tvashtar does not
seem to fit this simple model. We consider other models of eruptive style that can also be
expressed as the derivatives and second derivatives of surface area with respect to time:
∂A
=0
∂t

(2.11)

∂A
∂2A
6= C; 2 = C 6= 0
∂t
∂t

(2.12)

∂2A
∂A
6= C; 2 6= C
∂t
∂t

(2.13)

Relation (2.11) is best thought of as a mathematical representation of a skylight in a lava
tube. At a skylight, for long periods of time, the surface area of the exposed lava does not
change. This kind of activity will always show a bimodal temperature distribution with
near liquidus temperature lava surrounded by much lower temperature lavas that may not
even be detectable by SSI. The I27 active region may be explainable, in part, by skylights;
however, where the liquid lava was flowing from or to is difficult to explain unless it never
reached the surface (and simply flowed beneath a stagnant lid of relatively cool lava and
drained into an unseen sink). There are no obvious slopes, but a slope that is not detectable
in the medium resolution images could still be steep enough to allow lava to flow long
distances without cooling significantly (and in case (2.11) the slope would have to be beneath the surface anyway). If this is what was happening during the I27 eruption, it is
possible that the slopes trend north–south and that the small spots to the north are directly
connected to the large region by 50 km of covered lava tubes. The skylights in this model
could provide the temperatures that were observed by SSI.
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Relation (2.12) can represent surges in a surface flow with a constant acceleration in the
areal coverage by hot material. Since the I25 to I32 comparison does not show any change
in total extent of the dark lavas, it seems unlikely that the I27 activity was dominated by
surging surface flows, although recovering of the preexisting surface, thereby preventing
significant changes in albedo, is possible.
Relation (2.13), in which neither the change nor rate of change of surface area with respect to time is constant, is one possible representation of a continuously changing surface
of an active lava lake. This means that the distribution of ages (and thus the observed ratios
as previously discussed) of the surface area coverage of the lava lake may be a complicated,
high-order function of time and what we observe in a single instant could be several processes occurring at once (fountaining, foundering of dense plates, break-up of plates near
the wall, etc.), each of which produces fresh lava according to their own, internal physics,
and all of which are competing for limited space onto which to erupt this fresh lava. Interpretation of the eruption as consisting of several kinds of activity is bolstered by other
observational evidence at the I27 site. First, a large portion of the activity was near the
walls of a preexisting patera, which is consistent with the behavior of terrestrial lava lakes,
at which the crust breaks up near confining walls, revealing hot material (Harris et al., 1999;
McEwen et al., 2000; Burgi et al., 2002). Second, Tvashtar was found to be active during
this time, possibly erupting new lava through a disrupted crust of relatively cool materials. The later, I32 SSI, the I31 and I32 NIMS (Lopes et al., 2004), and the I31 and I32
PPR (Rathbun et al., 2004) data all show only low-level activity. The Marchis et al. (2002)
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observation indicates that if Tvashtar does have a lava lake in one of its craters, it is only
active episodically. Any attempts to model the I27 Tvashtar eruption as a lava lake need
to explain the episodic, varied, and, as yet, unpredictable nature of the Tvashtar eruptions.
Other possible active Ionian lava lakes include Pele Patera (e.g., Radebaugh et al., 2004;
Davies et al., 2001; Howell, 1997), Loki Patera (Rathbun et al., 2002; Davies, 2003a), Tupan Patera, and Emakong Patera (Lopes et al., 2004), although Loki may resurfaced by
flows (Davies, 2003a).
Either Relation (2.12) or (2.13) could represent multiple overlapping (spatially and temporally) lava flows (i.e., combinations of T0 –τ models). The available data do not provide
sufficient information regarding activity in the western patera prior to the I27 Galileo encounter. This behavior could also be explained by specialized applications of the T0 –τ
model, though (as with all of these relations, at present), there are too many unknowns to
do so accurately.
Another possible eruption style to consider is that flow surface area is not a continuous function of time, i.e., we observed “jerky” lava flows or other manifestations with
sudden changes in coverage behavior. The T0 –τ model, which describes one of the most
straightforward styles of eruption, that of cooling, spreading flows, clearly does not fit the
observations. With the SSI temperature data alone, a skylight model cannot be well evaluated. The best fit may be that of Relation (2.13), a rapidly overturning lava lake with
randomly (or chaotically) exposed hot regions surrounded by cooler crust. It is likely that
the I27 activity is some combination of multiple eruption styles.
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2.6.4

Implications for and Speculations about Tvashtar and Io

We have seen periodic activity at Loki (Rathbun et al., 2002), and possible episodic activity at Prometheus (Davies et al., 2004). The pre-Galileo existing structure of the Tvashtar
volcanic complex, the G7 SSI observation of a hot spot in the Tvashtar region followed by
no activity for two yeas, the NIMS observations that indicate a migration of volcanic activity, the ground-based observations of surges in activity at Tvashtar, the SSI observations
of old flows at sub-paterae, the lava fountain followed by the less-vigorous style of lava
emplacement of I27, and the subsequent cessation of activity (Marchis et al., 2005) shows
that Tvashtar is another Ionian volcano with an episodic eruptive nature.
It is clear that Tvashtar’s history includes multiple eruptive episodes, which suggests
that the magma supply episodically discharges and later recharges. The volatiles may also
be recharging in some fashion. The I25 fountaining clearly required volatile content, as
did the G29 and the I31 plumes. It is unclear if we just did not detect the plume during
the I27 observations or if there was none at all. The source of the volatiles producing
the pyroclastic eruption and plumes is not clear, but the analysis Wilson and Head (2001)
suggested that the I25 magma must have been brought from depth (10–30 km) at a rate
between 2.7 and 51 m s−1 (or in 104 –600 seconds), which implies an intimate mixing of
the volatiles and magma at depth rather than the “slow” vaporization of volatiles near the
surface as in the case of Prometheus (Kieffer et al., 2000; Milazzo et al., 2001).
We can still only speculate on the composition of the Tvashtar source magma because
we cannot rule out very high temperatures at very small-areas. If there are elevated tem-
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peratures, super-heating scenarios can be conceived (Keszthelyi et al., 2005), so ultramafic
magmas may not need to be invoked for only slightly higher than basalt liquidus temperatures.
The Tvashtar volcanic complex has exhibited a varied and rich volcanic behavior during our short observing run with the Galileo spacecraft. To fully understand the volcanic
activity at Tvashtar (indeed, on all of Io) will require continued Earth-based observations
as well as renewed high-spatial-, -temporal-, and -spectral-resolution imaging.
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CHAPTER 3

Observations and Initial Modeling of Lava–SO2 Interactions at Prometheus, Io

3.1

Abstract

We present observations and initial modeling of the lava-SO2 interactions at the flow fronts
in the Prometheus region of Io. Recent high-resolution observations of Prometheus reveal
a compound flow field with many active flow lobes. Many of the flow lobes are associated
with bright streaks of what is interpreted to be volatilized and re-condensed SO2 radiating
away from the hot lava. Lower-resolution color data show diffuse blue to violet areas, also
near the active flow front, perhaps from active venting of SO2 . Not clearly visible in any of
the images is a single source vent for the active plume. While the size of the proposed vent
is probably near the limit of the resolution, we expected to see radial or concentric albedo
patterns or other evidence for gas and entrained particles above the flow field. The lack of
an obvious plume vent, earlier suggestions that the Prometheus-type plumes may originate
from the advancing flow lobes, and the high-resolution images showing evidence for largescale volatilization of the SO2 -rich substrate at Prometheus encouraged us to develop a
model to quantify the heat transfer between a basaltic lava flow and a substrate of SO2
snow. We calculate that the vaporization rate of SO2 snow is 2.5x10−6 m s−1 per unit area.
Using an estimated 5 m2 s−1 lava coverage rate (from change detection images), we show
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that the gas production rate of SO2 at the flow fronts is enough to produce a resurfacing
rate of ∼0.24 cm yr−1 at the annulus of Prometheus. This is much less than other estimates
of resurfacing by the Prometheus plume. While not easily explaining the main Prometheus
plume, our model readily accounts for the bright streaks.

3.2

Introduction

Recent Galileo data revealed a variety of volcanic eruption styles on Io, including both
rapidly emplaced, channelized flows as well as slowly emplaced, inflated flows (McEwen
et al., 2000; Lopes-Gautier et al., 2000b; Keszthelyi et al., 2001; Williams et al., 2001;
Davies et al., 2001). The Prometheus volcanic center received particularly close attention
during the close flybys. Galileos high-resolution solid state imaging subsystem (SSI) images of the Prometheus flow field showed that it consists of a patchwork of dark, kilometerscale lobes with intricately crenelated margins (McEwen et al., 2000; Keszthelyi et al.,
2001) characteristic of slowly emplaced, compound, inflated pahoehoe flows (Hon et al.,
1994). The Prometheus flow field appears to have been relatively slowly emplaced over at
least 20 years. Prometheus dark lava flow field extended ∼80 km to the west during the 17
years between Voyagers last (1979) and Galileos first (1996) images.
The Prometheus plume has also migrated about 80 km to the west during the time
between the Voyager and Galileo missions. This coincident movement of the flow front
and of the plume prompted McEwen et al. (1998a) to speculate that the plume is created
at the flow fronts, rather than at the magma vent. After confirmation of this idea from
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close-up observations, Kieffer et al. (2000) proposed a model in which the plume could be
created at a rootless conduit which is near (but not at) the flow front and moves episodically
with the flow field, thereby causing the plume to wander. In addition to Galileos SSI
visual images, the Near-Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (NIMS) mapped two major hot
spots at Prometheus: (1) the primary vent along fissures south of the caldera, just north
of the Voyager era flow front and (2) a zone of lava breakouts at the western lava delta,
found during the Galileo era (Lopes-Gautier et al., 1999, 2000b; Lopes et al., 2001). The
persistent hot spots are consistent with the continuous eruption of high-temperature, silicate
lava. Changes in the sizes and locations of more than 10 dark lobes in the new flow field
between October 1999 and February 2000 were interpreted as new lava lobes, consistent
with an areal resurfacing rate of 5 m2 s−1 (McEwen et al., 2000; Keszthelyi et al., 2001).
The Prometheus plume has been the most faithfully active plume on Io. Every time the
viewing geometry has been favorable, the entrained or condensing particles in the plume
have been visible. Although the overall plume size, shape, and brightness have been similar
in all Voyager and Galileo era images, it is possible that the Prometheus plume, although
always present, is actually quite variable. For example, the dark spokes seen in Voyager
images (Fig. 3.1) have been less prominent and at times absent in Galileo images. The
Voyager images lend support to the idea that the plume was originating around the flow
margin rather than from a central vent. This is because several images of the Prometheus
plume taken during the Voyager mission revealed dark spokes within the plume. When
these spokes were traced back to their respective origins, they did not appear to originate
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Figure 3.1: (a) Oblique Voyager view of the Prometheus plume. (b) Same image, stretched
to show the spokes in the plume. The Prometheus caldera (1) is visible in both images.
When followed to their origins, the spokes of the plume do not coincide, but rather fall
short of each other by about 20 km (2). This distance is about the width of the flow during
the Voyager era (15 to 25 km). The solid squares in the image are from the removal of
Reseau marks on the Voyager vidicon.
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from the same point (Fig. 3.1). In fact, the beginnings of these spokes were found to be ∼15
to 20 km apart. The Voyager era flow field from which the plume originated was ∼20 km
in diameter. These spokes could have been coming from the margins of the flow.
Understanding the initial interactions of lava and SO2 snow on Io is the first step in
understanding such interactions over longer timescales. The purposes of this paper are to
describe the new imaging observations of Prometheus and present initial models of lavaSO2 interactions at the flow breakouts.

3.3

New Observations

The Prometheus region of Io was the subject of several sets of observations during the close
flybys of Galileo. A series of high-resolution images of the flow field were taken in October
1999 (I24) and February 2000 (I27). Also during those flybys, medium- and low-resolution
color images of Prometheus were acquired. Among the hopes for these observations was
that they would shed some light on the plume production mechanism.
The model for plume production proposed by (Kieffer et al., 2000) requires a choked
vent diameter of ∼10 m at the base of the flow, which is expected to flare into a larger crater
at the surface. A series of observations during the flybys specifically designed to image the
Prometheus plume vent failed to show an obvious single plume source (Figs. 3.2 and 3.3).
However, it is possible that the observations were too low in resolution, or covered too little
area at the highest resolution to detect the vent directly.

Figure 3.2: High-resolution (12 m pixel−1 ) mosaic of Prometheus lava margins (see Figure 3.3 for context mosaic). Notice
bright streaks at the margins. The bright material coats slopes facing the Prometheus lavas, indicating deposition in low-angle
jets. The solid lines crossing the image are where data are missing.
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At the highest resolution (Fig. 3.2), there were numerous bright areas near dark lava.
The dark lavas invariably correspond to hot spots (McEwen et al., 1998a; Lopes-Gautier
et al., 2000b). Also seen in these images were a few areas near the margins of the flow
field which were diffuse, possibly indicating dust and gas above the flow field. The highresolution images covered only a small portion of the flow field, and it is possible that the
mosaic missed the main plume vent (Fig. 3.3).
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Figure 3.3: Medium resolution (170 m pixel−1 ) image of Prometheus flow (context mosaic for high resolution). Notice multiple areas where bright streaks originate at the flow
margins. Dark areas within the flow field are where fresh lava is too warm for the volatiles
to condense, or too recent for significant burial by plume deposits.

Figure 3.4: I27 medium resolution color mosaic. Bright/white areas at flow margins may be where SO2 is being vaporized.
Blue and purple areas may be optically thick (at the violet wavelengths) clouds of SO2 snow condensing from gas. Notice that
there are multiple dark blue/purple areas and that these are at the flow margins. If the plume were generated at a single source
vent, we would expect to see radial or concentric color patterns.
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The medium-resolution color observations covered the entire Prometheus region and
we saw several, separate, regions of blue to violet shading near the flow margins (Fig. 3.4).
Also seen at this resolution were more diffuse areas above the flow front and nearby plains
and bright streaks which radiate away from the flow field (Figs. 3.3 and 3.4). We interpret
the bright streaks to be bright, fresh SO2 snow recently deposited on the surface. We
suggest that the bluish and diffuse areas above the flow margins and nearby plains were gas
and dust above the flow field, where SO2 was being vaporized by the active breakouts. The
medium-resolution color images failed to show (good) evidence for a single, central plume
vent. A pair of observations at Prometheus from orbits I24 and I27 were designed to detect
any changes which had occurred during the intervening months (Phillips, 2000; Keszthelyi
et al., 2001). Those observations, taken together, indicated ∼60 km of new flows at the
Prometheus flow field over a period of ∼135 days (Fig. 3.5).

Figure 3.5: Comparison of I24 and I27 data. Dark areas in the ratio image are where new lava has been extruded between
October 1999 and February 2000. Bright areas within the flow field in the ratio image are areas where lava from I24 has cooled
enough to allow SO2 (and other volatiles) to condense. Bright areas at the flow margins may be where SO2 was being vaporized
in the I27 image, but not in the I24 image, although corruption of the I24 data is a concern here (Keszthelyi et al., 2001).
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3.4

A New Model

The absence of any obvious plume vent, the jump in position between the Voyager and
Galileo era plume observations, and our interpretation of the Galileo and Voyager images
have added to the desire to develop a quantitative model for the heat transfer between
lava and SO2 at the flow fronts. Most previous models for the creation of the volcanic
plumes on Io relied upon a single source vent, perhaps hundreds of kilometers from the
flow front (e.g., Strom et al., 1981; Kieffer, 1982; Kieffer et al., 2000; Wilson and Head,
1981; James and Wilson, 1998). In these models the source vent generally coincided with
the lava vent. Kieffer et al. (2000) investigated Ios wandering plumes, proposing that they
could be explained by vaporization of an SO2 /S ice substrate over which a thick (30 m),
inflated lava flow is emplaced. They assumed that a main plume vent, located at least tens
of meters inside the flow margins, would form and draw on subsurface volatiles from a
large area under the lava. Their model suggested that a stable plume can be formed in this
manner. Two types of vents may actually coexist: one or more large vents as modeled
by Kieffer et al. (2000) (the material from this rootless conduit must be mostly gas, and
thus transparent near the vent) and vents from multiple sources near the lava breakouts
(the material here must have much more SO2 snow mixed with the gas than at the rootless
conduit). The Kieffer et al. (2000) model did not address the question of how a 30-m-thick
flow gets on top of the snow. If terrestrial analogues are applicable, then the flow would
inflate from an initial thickness of ∼0.5 m to tens of meters over a period of weeks to
months (Hon et al., 1994).
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Figure 3.6: A simple schematic of the model, some time after initial emplacement. A layer
of originally molten lava is emplaced upon an SO2 snowfield. Heat is conducted from
the lava into the substrate, cooling the lava and vaporizing SO2 . Cooling from the top is
not important until the lava is completely solidified. SO2 gas and dust escape from just
beneath the lava (scale is exaggerated). The snowfield is arbitrarily deep, and the lava flow
is ∼35 cm thick.
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We have developed a model for the initial contact between a slow moving, thin basaltic
flow with a substrate of loosely packed SO2 snow. The flow is extruded onto an infinite
half-space of loosely packed SO2 snow which has an initial temperature of 120 K (e.g.,
Kerton et al., 1996) (Fig. 3.6. The flow is assumed to be basaltic pahoehoe, initially 35 cm
thick, at a melting temperature of ∼1475 K. Typical advancing pahoehoe lobes are 20–
40 cm thick on the Earth and are assumed to have a similar thickness on Io. The precise
value of 35 cm was assumed for simplicity, as the triple point pressure of SO2 (0.00165
MPa) is reached under this thickness of basalt of density 2600 kg g m−3 (the triple point
temperature is 197.6 K) (e.g,. Kieffer, 1982; Kieffer et al., 2000). The advance of pahoehoe
is controlled by the skin on the lobe, which is controlled by the cooling. This cooling is
initially dominated by radiative cooling, proportional to T4 , which is the same on Io and
the Earth. While the vaporization of the snow field will deplete the availability of fluffy
snow over long time periods, leaving solid ice, this is our first-order approximation. Solid
SO2 ice will conduct the heat more readily; thus the temperature of the upper layers will not
increase as rapidly, implying that the amount of gas produced from a substrate of ice will be
lower than from a substrate of snow. We do not account for the temperature variations with
depth in the substrate, such as solid state greenhouse (e.g., Kerton et al., 1996; Snyder Hale
and Hapke, 2000) or the geothermal gradient because they are minor when compared with
the temperature difference between the lava and snow. Also, the model does not account
for radiative heat loss from the top of the flow lobe; as long as there is liquid lava within
the lobe, the top and bottom of the flow may be treated as separate problems (e.g., Turcotte
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and Schubert, 2002). For the duration of our model runs (up to an hour), radiation from the
top does not affect the heat transfer at the base of the flow.
We assume that after the triple point is reached, any added heat is used to convert the
SO2 from solid to gas. This requires that the heat conducted from the lava exceed the
heat of sublimation of the SO2 before the substrate is vaporized. Once a layer of SO2 is
vaporized, we assume it will completely escape from under the flow. The model does not
have a detailed mechanism for this escape.
As described by Turcotte and Schubert (2002) and modified for crystallinity by
Keszthelyi and Denlinger (1996), the cooling of the lava is mathematically described by,
∂Tl
=
∂t

∂
∂Z


cryst
l
kef f,l ∂T
+ ρl Ll ∂X∂t
∂Z
,
ρl Cl

(3.1)

∂Tl
(Z = 0, t) = 0,
∂Z

(3.2)

Tl (Z, t = 0) = T0,l ,

(3.3)

where T is temperature, z is depth, t is time, ρl , Cl , and kef f,l are the temperature- and
porosity-dependent density, specific heat, and effective thermal conductivity of the lava, Ll
is the latent heat of crystallization of the lava; T0,l is the lava initial temperature, ∂Xcryst /∂t
is the rate of crystallization of the lava, kef f,l , the effective thermal conductivity of the lava,
modified for vesicularity (e.g., Keszthelyi, 1994), is given by:
kef f,l = Rv +

kl [2 (1 − Φ) kl + (1 + 2Φ) kg ]
,
(2 + Φ) kl + (1 − Φ) kg

(3.4)

where Rv is the radiation across the vesicles within the lava, Φ is the vesicularity of the
lava, kl is the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity of basalt, kg is the temperature-
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dependent thermal conductivity of SO2 gas within the vesicles. Rv is given by (Keszthelyi,
1994):
Rv = 2ΦδσTl3 ,

(3.5)

where δ, , and σ are the vesicle diameter, the emissivity across the vesicles, and the StefanBoltzmann constant, respectively.
The parameter kl is given by (Birch and Clark, 1940):
772
−
kl = 0.427 +
Tl



8.72x104
Tl2


,

(3.6)

kg is given by (Lide, 1991):
kg = −2.516x10−3 + 3.345x10−5 Tl + 2.25x10−8 Tl2 ,

(3.7)

and ρl is given by (e.g., Touloukian et al., 1989; Murase and McBirney, 1973):

ρl = ρ0,l

1−Φ
1 + α ∗ (Tl − 1450)


,

(3.8)

where ρ0,l is the initial density of the lava (Keszthelyi, 1994).
The heating of the SO2 substrate is described by
∂Ts
=
∂t

∂
∂Z


cryst
s
kef f,s ∂T
+ ρs Ls ∂X∂t
∂Z
,
ρs Cs

(3.9)

∂Ts
(Z = Zs , t) = 0,
∂Z

(3.10)

Ts (Z, t = 0) = T0,s ,

(3.11)

where T is temperature, z is depth, t is time, and ρs and Cs , are the temperature- and
porosity-dependent density and specific heat, kef f,s is the effective thermal conductivity, Ls
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is the latent heat of sublimation of SO2 , T0,s is the initial temperature of SO2 , ∂Xvap /∂t is
the rate of vaporization, Zs is an arbitrarily deep point in the SO2 substrate to which the heat
from the lava does not penetrate. From Chase et al. (1985) we estimate the temperaturedependent specific heat of SO2 :
Cs = 447.7 + 0.72Ts = 3.86x10−4 Ts2 + 7.01x10−8 Ts3 .

(3.12)

Conservation of energy requires that

qout = kef f,l (z = zinterf , t)

∂Tl
|z=zinterf ,
∂z

(3.13)

the heat conducted out of the lava at the interface point into the SO2 substrate equals
qin = kef f,s (z = zinterf , t)

∂Ts
|z=zinterf ,
∂z

(3.14)

the heat conducted into the SO2 substrate at the interface point, Zinterf (35 cm). The two
heat transfer problems are coupled and must be solved simultaneously.
This problem must be solved numerically, and we chose to use a simple, finite difference algorithm. We used 3500 grid points, spaced 0.1 mm apart with time steps of
1 ms. In order to maintain numerical stability, small grid spacing is necessary, thus small
time steps are necessary because of the rapidly changing temperatures (c.f., Keszthelyi and
Denlinger, 1996). The model run time was 1 hour. See Table 1 for initial parameters. For
a much longer run, radiation from the flow top becomes significant.
The model was run with the initial conditions given in Table 1. For a run of 1 hour
a flow lobe of 50% vesicularity vaporized ∼9.2 mm of SO2 per unit area (m2 ). Using
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Symbol
σ
δ

α
Ll
ρ0,l
T0,l
Φ
Cl
Tg
∂T
∂tg

Tc
T0,s
Tt,t
Tt,p
Ls
kef f,s
ρs
Cs
a Keszthelyi

Table 3.1: Initial Model Parameters
Parameter
Value
Boltzmanns constant
5.67x10− 8 W K−4 m−2
a
vesicle diameter
1x10−3 m
emissivitya
0.95
lava coefficient of volumetric thermal expansion 1.45x10−5 K−1
latent heat of fusion for lavaa
4x105 J kg−1
density of magmaa
2600 kg m−3
magma initial temperaturee
1475 K
vesicularity of lavaa
50%
a
specific heat of basaltic lava
1100 J kg−1 K−1
a
temperature lava glass forms
1100 K
a
critical cooling rate to form glass
10 K s−1
basalts liquidus to solidus temperature gapa
200 K
b
initial surface temperature
120 K
197.6 K
triple point temperature of SO2 c
1.65x10−3 MPa
triple point pressure of SO2 c
latent heat of sublimation of SO2f
4.2x105 J kg−1
d
conductivity of SO2 snow
0.263 W m−1 K−1
density of SO2 snowb
500 kg m−3
b
specific heat of SO2
960 J kg−1 K−1

and Denlinger (1996), b Kerton et al. (1996),c Kieffer et al. (2000), d Lide (1991),
e McEwen et al. (1998a), f Nash and Matson (1980).
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this result, we derived an expression for the cumulative vaporization as a function of time
(Fig. 3.7). A simple fit to the results from the numerical simulation gave
√
A = (1.53x10−4 ) t,

(3.15)

where A is the cumulative amount (in meters) of SO2 vaporized per unit area and t is time
(in seconds). This equation can be used to estimate gas production rates over longer periods
of time and also to estimate vaporization rates over large areas.
The change detection observations showed an areal change of ∼60 km2 of new lava
between the I24 and I27 flybys (Fig. 3.4). Assuming a constant eruption rate, the lava coverage rate is ∼5 m2 s−1 (e.g., McEwen et al., 2000). From this rate, and from (Eq.3.15), we
estimate the amount of SO2 vaporized as ∼1.36x108 m3 yr−1 . The area of the Prometheus
plume deposit annulus is ∼5.6x1010 m2 . The volume flux estimated here gives us a resurfacing rate of the annulus of ∼0.24 cm yr−1 . Phillips (2000), summarizing the work of
several previous workers (Kieffer et al., 2000; James and Wilson, 1998; Wilson and Head,
1981) gave the much higher estimate for resurfacing by Prometheus of 2.4 to 72 cm yr−1 .

3.5

Discussion

Our model produces 10 to 100 times less resurfacing than previous models for the
Prometheus plume. We have modeled basaltic lava overrunning a substrate of SO2 . While
this is a reasonable first approximation, current evidence suggests that much of the lava
on Io is ultramafic. Since ultramafic lava is more dense, and has a higher melting point
than basalt, the amount of SO2 volatilized will be marginally greater. Davies et al. (2000b)
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Figure 3.7: Plot of cumulative sulfur dioxide vaporization versus time for a run of one
hour. The stepped curve
√ is what is predicted by the model. The smooth curve is a fit to the
4
model: A=1.53x10 t. The step function is due to the latent heat of sublimation of SO2 ;
in the model the heat conducted from the lava must exceed the latent heat of SO2 in order
to vaporize a layer.
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estimated a lava production rate of 35 m2 s−1 at Prometheus. If all of this new lava is being
extruded onto fresh snow, this would increase the amount of SO2 gas sevenfold. However,
many of the new flows mapped were not onto the substrate but rather onto other flows,
onto which only a negligible amount of SO2 would have condensed. Finally, there may be
a major plume component that is largely transparent SO2 gas, from one or more vents as
described by Kieffer et al. (2000).
While this model is not able to fully explain the Prometheus-type plumes, there may
be other applications. Our model indicates that an advancing lava flow could reasonably
cover a large area of the SO2 snow substrate before significant volatilization occurs. If the
substrate is a mixture of rock and volatiles, or even ice, a much larger area could be covered
before an appreciable amount of the substrate is appreciably thermally eroded. This could
set up conditions for a long-lived plume as modeled by Kieffer et al. (2000).
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CHAPTER 4

Thermal Constraints on Endogenic Heat Sources and Near-Surface Water Ice in SE
Elysium Planitia, Mars

4.1

Abstract

Utilizing data from the Mars Global Surveyor (MGS) and Mars Odyssey spacecraft, we
tested the suggestions that three regions in SE Elysium Planitia have elevated endogenic
thermal energy (Cerberus Fossae), or extant near-surface water ice (Athabasca Valles and
western Cerberus plains). In all cases, we find that the data can be explained by partly
exposed rocky materials or bedrock lightly covered by an insulating layer. The thickness of
the insulating layer (dust or fine sand) is ≤2 mm for a feature near the Fossae and ≤5 cm for
the other regions. Endogenic heat is not needed to explain the relatively warm temperatures
in and around Cerberus Fossae, but it cannot be ruled out. For the western Cerberus plains,
extant ice in the shallow subsurface cannot be reconciled with both the thermal and neutron
spectrometer remote-sensing measurements. Rocky materials must be present beneath a
thin covering to explain the moderately high effective thermal inertias; if there had ever
been a frozen sea or lake in the western Cerberus plains, the region has more recently
been covered by rocky materials. Shallow ice cannot be ruled out by neutron spectrometer
data for small areas, such as in Athabasca Valles, but any ice would need to have been
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emplaced very recently to persist at such shallow depths. Additionally, we discuss what
measurements would be necessary to find thermal anomalies such as hot springs or lowlevel conductive anomalies on Mars via thermal-IR remote sensing.

4.2

Introduction

As part of the search for extant life on Mars, there is great interest in discovery of Martian
oases, where liquid water and geothermal energy may be present near the surface (e.g., McCleese, 1999). The recent detections of trace methane in the atmosphere (Formisano et al.,
2004; Krasnopolsky et al., 2004; Mumma et al., 2004) have led to discussion of possible
ongoing hydrothermal, magmatic and biotic activity. Based on geomorphologic, spectroscopic, and thermophysical evidence, the Cerberus Plains (SE Elysium Planitia; ∼9◦ latitude, ∼157◦ east longitude; (Fig. 4.1)) are some of the best candidates for hydrothermal
or magmatic activity (Keszthelyi et al., 2000; Lanagan, 2004; Plescia, 1990, 2003; Berman
and Hartmann, 2002; Head et al., 2003) on Mars. There have also been recent suggestions
of extant water ice at or near the surface in the Elysium Planitia (Burr et al., 2005; Murray
et al., 2005), so water may be proximal to thermal energy, providing a source of energy and
water for biotic activity.

Figure 4.1: Map of SE Elysium Planitia to show the general location of features and regions discussed. The center latitude and
longitude of this MOLA shaded relief image, with a 10◦ lat-long grid, is 160◦ E, 10◦ N.
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4.2.1

The Cerberus Fossae

There is evidence for geologically recent volcanic, fluvial, and tectonic processes, and for
ongoing mass wasting activity in Cerberus Plains, SE Elysium Planitia. The Cerberus
Fossae (Fig 4.2), which cut through a portion of the Cerberus Plains, are associated with
geologically recent magmatic and hydrologic activity. The Cerberus Plains are covered by
some of the most recent Martian flood lavas and the Fossae were identified as likely vents
for some or all of these lava flows (Keszthelyi et al., 2000; Plescia, 1990, 2003; Lanagan,
2004). They were also identified as probable sources for recent floodwaters by these same
authors and also by Tanaka and Scott (1986) and Burr et al. (2002). Secondary craters from
the young (perhaps <10 Ma), 10 km impact crater, Zunil (McEwen et al., 2005) pepper
these lavas; yet there is a lack of craters within the fissures and at least one high-spatialresolution, visible image shows that the ejecta of one of Zunil’s likely secondaries that has
been cut by the fissure (Fig. 4.3). There are also a number of smaller fissures that cut the
flood-scoured channels (cf., Berman and Hartmann, 2002). Although their age relationship
with Zunil’s secondaries is unclear, the small fractures seem to be younger than the most
recent lava or water floods.

Figure 4.2: Mosaic of pre-dawn (∼5 AM local time) temperatures derived from THEMIS IR images of Cerberus Fossae in SE
Elysium Planitia. The fossae are generally warmer than the surrounding plains. This image is centered at about 8 ◦ N latitude
and 157 ◦ E longitude. The brightness variation between observations is largely due to seasonal changes in insolation. The
temperature scale is in Kelvins, with black representing all temperatures below 175 K, or a lack of data.
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Data from the Mars Odyssey Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS) taken in
the IR, at approximately 5:00 AM local time (pre-dawn) show that the fissures are generally considerably warmer than the surrounding flat plains (Christensen et al., 2005). It is
possible that the elevated temperatures are due to endogenic thermal activity in this geologically young region. However, we show that: 1) Exposed or lightly mantled bedrock
is a reasonable explanation for the thermophysical properties of materials in and around
the fissures. 2) The temperatures are not higher than expected for exposed bedrock at this
latitude. 3) The elevated brightness temperatures can also be partially explained by canyon
geometry and preferred orientation with respect to the sun’s path during the day. However,
although there is no direct evidence for ongoing volcanic, fluvial, or tectonic activity in SE
Elysium Planitia, such activity can not be ruled out, and is more likely in this region than
elsewhere on Mars.

4.2.2

Western Cerberus Plains and Athabasca Valles

In SE Elysium Planitia, there is a vast area of plains covered by plates and ridges that
have been interpreted to be formed by massive flood lavas (Keszthelyi et al., 2000). A
competing suggestion is that the plates in at least one portion of this region, near 5◦ latitude
and 150◦ east longitude are frozen sea ice with a thin cover of dust or sublimation residue
(Murray et al., 2005). Murray et al. (2005) discount the possibility that these plates were
formed by flood lavas based entirely on interpretations of the morphology, and they do
not address thermal properties as observed by Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES) and
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THEMIS. This region is unusual in that the albedos are uniformly high, yet the thermal-IR
images show high contrast in some areas. This is consistent with a very thin dust cover
(Christensen et al., 2005). In section 4.5, we investigate the thermophysical properties of
this region. The resulting constraints are also relevant to the suggestion put forth by Burr
et al. (2005) that there are pingos containing shallow water ice just south of the Cerberus
Fossae, in a portion of Athabasca Valles.

4.3

4.3.1

Thermal Modeling and Properties of Surface and Near-surface Materials

Thermal Model

To test the hypotheses that these areas have either endogenic heat leaking from the surface
or that there is extant water ice, we examined the thermal budget of the surface as a function
of solar longitude Ls , latitude θ, albedo A, and thermal inertia I =

p

KCp ρ (K is conduc-

tivity, Cp is specific heat capacity, and ρ is density), and fissure geometry. This model is
the same as others published (e.g., Kieffer et al., 1977), in that the general equation for the
surface boundary is,
S
∂m
∂T
(1
−
A)cos(φ)
+
F
+
L
+
K
= σTS4 ,
IR
R2
∂t
∂Z

(4.1)

The first term is the incoming solar radiation, where S is the solar flux at 1 AU, R is the
distance between Mars and the sun in AU, which of course varies during Mars’ orbit; we
use the ephemeris given by Allison and McEwen (2000) to calculate this distance, A is the
albedo, and φ is the incidence angle. The second term is the atmospheric thermal radiation,
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Figure 4.3: MOC image of a portion of Cerberus Fossae. Circled is a likely secondary
of Zunil that appears to have been modified by mass movement at the fissure wall. Also
visible are the near 90◦ wall slopes at the top of the fissure walls. The brightness values
have been stretched to enhance the contrast at the crater. Many small Zunil secondaries
pepper the plains north and south of the fissure, but none are apparent on the talus slopes
of the fissure.
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which is discussed below. The third term represents CO2 condensation, which we assume
does not occur in the present obliquity cycle, at the low latitudes in investigation. The
fourth term is subsurface conduction, which is strongly correlated with the thermal inertia,
I. For brevity, future thermal inertia values will be cited without units, but will always be
1

given as J m−2 s− 2 K−1 . The final term represents thermal radiation from the surface to
space, where  is the emissivity, and σ is Stefan-Boltzmann constant, and Ts is the surface
temperature.
The atmosphere is modeled as nearly dustless and transparent to solar radiation and
emits thermal energy equal to 2% of the maximum (noontime) insolation during the previous day (e.g., Kieffer et al., 1977; Palluconi and Kieffer, 1981; Paige et al., 1994). The
assumption’s flaws are discussed in Haberle and Jakosky (1991). In particular, the predawn surface temperatures computed with this assumption may be too low by at least 7 K,
compared with models that include thermal emission from a dusty atmosphere. This corresponds to an overestimate in modeled thermal inertia by about 15%, for thermal inertias
around 300 and for low dust opacities. High thermal inertia regimes are less affected by the
atmospheric model. When there are higher amounts of dust in the atmosphere, the errors
in the 2% assumption become larger (Haberle and Jakosky, 1991, Fig. 13). The brightness
temperatures we calculate from the pre-dawn thermal IR observations lead to overestimates
in the thermal inertia values by about 10–15%. For the high thermal inertias of bedrock
(1200–2200), this does not significantly affect the conclusions.
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4.3.2

Brightness Temperatures

Brightness temperatures were calculated by applying Planck’s law to the calibrated radiance values obtained from the PDS archived THEMIS IR data:

Tλ =

hc
kλ
2
ln( B2hc
5
Tλ

+ 1)

,

(4.2)

where Tλ is the brightness temperature at wavelength, λ, (12.57 µm for the band-9 images),
h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light, BT is the calibrated radiance value, and k is
Boltzmann’s constant. To evaluate whether the calculated brightness temperatures might
be from endogenic heat sources, we estimated the maximum temperatures achievable from
passive thermal emission for a reasonable end member case. To do so, we choose moderate
albedos and high thermal inertias for inputs into the conductive thermal model. The values
chosen are simply meant to be representative of a relatively dark, dominately rocky material
in order to model a high-temperature end-member. The calculated pre-dawn temperature
for a flat surface without an insulating layer is ∼214 K, with albedo, A = 0.17 and a bulk
thermal inertia I = 1000, at Ls = 197. For the flat plains surrounding the Cerberus Fossae,
the maximum observed temperature is ∼215 K. In anticipation of the next section, we also
ran a model with albedo, A = 0.15 and thermal inertia, I = 2000 for exposed bedrock
in a fissure. Within a fissure, the maximum likely pre-dawn temperature is ∼227 K. The
maximum observed temperature in the fissures is about 214 K, at Ls = 179.
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4.3.3

Two-layer Effective Thermal Inertia Model

To estimate the thickness of an insulating layer over a slab of higher thermal inertia material, and their effective thermal inertia, we assumed a laterally homogeneous, infinite
half-space of material (rock, water ice, or water ice-rich permafrost) covered by a laterally
homogeneous layer of lower thermal inertia material, and proceeded as follows. Generally,
for multiple layers of differing thermal properties, the effective thermal resistance, Ref f , is
the sum of all resistances of the layers in series: Ref f = R1 + R2 + · · · + Rn . Resistance
is related to conductivity by, R = d/K, where d is the thickness of the material. Thus, in a
two-layer model the effective conductivity Kef f is given by:
f
1−f
1
=
+
,
Kef f
Kf
Kr

(4.3)

where f is the vertical fraction of the insulating layer such that f + (1 − f ) = δs and
runs from 0 to δs (no layer to only insulating material), δs =

p

P κef f /π is the normal-

ized e-folding thermal wave penetration (skin depth) and may include both the insulating
layer and some portion of the bedrock layer, the thickness of the top layer is df = f δs .
κ = Kef f /Cpef f ρef f is the thermal diffusivity, P is the period of the thermal wave. The
period is one sol or 87755 seconds in the current epoch (Allison and McEwen, 2000). Kf
is the conductivity of the insulating layer, and Kr is the conductivity of the bedrock. To
calculate effective thermal inertia, we also need the effective density (ρef f ) and the effective specific heat (Cpef f ). We assume density and specific heat sum in a similar manner:
ρef f = f ρf + (1 − f )ρr , and Cpef f = f Cpf + (1 − f )Cpr . The effective thermal inertia
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is then Ief f =

p
Kef f Cpef f ρef f . This model implicitly assumes a position on the planet

where the diurnal thermal wave is significantly more important than the seasonal thermal
wave, such as near the equator. It is also a static two-layer model such that neither layer
changes thickness during the period, so it does not include the possible effects of physical
erosion or frost deposition.
Figure (4.4) shows the result of the model runs for three substrates, basaltic bedrock
(Mellon et al., 2000), pure water ice (Titus et al., 2003), and an ice-rich permafrost (Costard
et al., 2002), and for three insulating layers, dust (37 to 62 µm crushed basalt) (Presley and
Christensen, 1997, and references therein), fine sand (100 to 200 µm) (Mellon et al., 2000),
and coarse sand (800 to 900 µm)(Mellon et al., 2000). Table (4.1) lists other properties of
the different materials used in the model. For an effective thermal inertia of 1500, ice-rich
permafrost is unreasonable unless it is covered by a higher thermal inertia material, which
seems highly unlikely. However, as described above, the effective thermal inertia may be
lower due to uncertainties in our thermal model and our selection of albedo, so we include
the model results of ice-rich permafrost in our discussions.
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Figure 4.4: Plot of effective thermal inertia vs insulating layer thickness. Blue lines indicate a top layer of coarse sand, green:
fine sand, and red: dust. Solid lines are for a bottom layer of basaltic bedrock, long-dashed lines are for pure water ice, and
dotted lines are for ice-rich permafrost.
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Table 4.1: Thermophysical properties of an insulating layer and underlying slab used to estimate insulating layer thickness from
effective thermal inertia.
1
Material
ρ (kg m−3 ) K (W m−1 K−1 ) Cp (J kg−1 K−1 ) I (J m−2 s− 2 K−1 )
Fine Dust
1130
0.012
800
104
Fine Sand
1500
0.03
800
190
Coarse Sand
1750
0.1
800
374
Basalt Bedrock
2600
2.5
800
2280
Pure Ice
928
3.42
1310
2039
Permafrost
920
2.0
1087
1414
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For the sake of testing this computationally simple two-layer model, the thermal conduction model, as described in section 4.3.1, was used to estimate effective thermal inertia using model surface temperatures. A series of thermal models were run, wherein a
low thermal inertia material (75 and 150) overlies a high thermal inertia substrate (2000);
Christensen et al. (2003) observed areas (assumed to be exposed bedrock) with such a high
thermal inertia. Nighttime surface temperatures from the two-layer models are compared
to temperatures from a series of one-layer models that have properties that are uniform
with depth. The effective thermal inertia of a two-layer model is then the thermal inertia
of the one-layer model that gives the matching pre-dawn surface temperature. Using this
approach, a top layer with a thickness of ∼1.8 cm of material with thermal inertia of 75 was
found to have an effective thermal inertia of 200. This thickness is independent of the season and time of day, at the equator. The numerical and analytical model in Equation (4.3)
match to within about 1%, showing that the analytical model is a reasonable simplification
for finding the thickness of an insulating layer, given an effective thermal inertia of the two
layers, and requires neither the very long run times, nor the interpolation of the numerical
model.

4.4

Cerberus Fossae

THEMIS early morning (∼5 AM) IR images show elevated brightness temperatures within
the fissures (Fig. 4.2). Pre-dawn temperatures within the fissures reach no more than about
208 K over all seasons observed. The pre-dawn temperatures of the surrounding plains
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stay below about 195 K. As expected for rocky materials, crater rims show elevated temperatures, although they are generally not as warm as the fissures that appear in the same
observations. The mean temperatures of the surrounding plains, after removal of data over
obvious topography and exposed rock faces, such as crater rims, are plotted in Fig 4.5.
The results from the heat transfer model for a flat plain are plotted as continuous lines.
The thermal behavior of the plains throughout a martian year can be matched roughly by
a material with an albedo of 0.26 and a thermal inertia between 300 and 400. For the
most part, the model runs match the observed temperatures well, with the possibility of
higher thermal inertias in some areas. There are several possible explanations for the outliers, including systematic and random errors. For one, we only used data in the immediate
vicinity of the fissures, rather than the entire image. This could cause a selection effect on
some images. We also only modeled one time of day (5:00 AM, local time); the images
were taken at slightly different times of day, although the time difference should not matter much (Fig. 4.6). The region observed in each image is different, and thus each image
will show slightly different thermophysical surface properties, such as average albedo and
effective thermal inertia. There could also have been varying dust opacity or other atmospheric conditions between observations, which is not accounted for here. To test whether
atmospheric hazes could be causing the variation of surface temperatures, we took ratios
between bands in a given observation. There were no obvious anomalies. The brightness
variations between THEMIS images in the mosaic in figure 4.2 are due to non-normalized
seasonal variations in the surface temperatures.
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Figure 4.5: Plot of observed average temperatures on the flat plains surrounding the fissures for the THEMIS pre-dawn IR
observations shown in Fig 4.1. Error bars are one standard deviation. Also shown are model runs with parameters appropriate
to the region. All runs were made with an albedo A = 0.26, and with varying effective thermal inertias. The model runs with
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materials of thermal inertia between 300 and 400 J m−2 s 2 K−1 , match the observed temperatures well.
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When addressing the question of whether the temperatures within the Cerberus Fossae
are too high for reasonable thermophysical properties of the wall, the geometry of the
fissure becomes important. This is because certain fissure geometries allow for greater
retention of heat compared with a flat surface. In appendix 4.9, we discuss our model of
the to the insolation onto and the reradiation from topography.

4.4.1

Potential Endogenic Heat Source

The temperatures of the plains surrounding the Cerberus Fossae are generally well below
the maximum temperatures expected for passive emission. However, there is one feature
that shows a pre-dawn temperature of 215 ±4 K. This is near the maximum expected temperature for the flat plains in this region. This bright (in the pre-dawn IR images) feature is
irregularly shaped, but sharply bounded. The THEMIS daytime IR data show the feature as
dark (cool) (Fig. 4.7). The MOC images (Fig. 4.8) also show an irregularly shaped, sharply
bounded feature. They also show dark lineaments throughout the region, including some
that cross from the feature onto the surrounding areas. Some of these dark lines may be
fractures; topographic shading can be seen in similar features in a nearby MOC image to
the east, and many are parallel to each other and to the straight edges of this feature. Some
of the larger tracks appear to darken slightly (by about 4%) when they cross from the bright
feature to the nearby areas. The area north of the feature is heavily scoured by what appear
to be numerous dust devil tracks, and is about 10% darker than the bright feature (Fig. 4.8).
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Figure 4.6: Plot of modeled diurnal temperatures for low latitude surface features. The
temperatures around 5 AM ±1 hour do not differ by more than a few Kelvins.
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Figure 4.7: THEMIS daytime IR image of thermal anomaly near Cerberus Fossae region.
The nighttime thermal anomaly is above the fissure and near the center of the image, and
has a relatively low daytime temperature. Low daytime and high pre-dawn temperatures
are expected for high-thermal-inertia materials. This image covers an area just east of the
source region of floods that formed the Athabasca Valles, (e.g., Burr et al., 2002), and may
show flood-scoured bedrock. The other dark regions in this image have similar pre-dawn
temperatures and probably similar properties.

Figure 4.8: MOC image numbers E2300911 and E2101518 covering the thermal anomaly. The feature is outlined on the right,
with the left pair of images showing the actual brightness contrasts. As discussed in the text, the feature has rock-like thermal
properties. There are dark lines, many of which are parallel to each other and to the edges of the feature, and are probably
fractures, as discussed in the text. There also appear to be streaks from dust devils that crossed this feature, exposing relatively
dark material. The two images were taken on different orbits and at different spatial resolutions. For scale, the each MOC
image is about 3 km across in the east–west direction.
118
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We estimated the feature’s albedo by using a combination of TES and MOC data. The
feature is about 5% brighter than the average of the entire MOC image. We then assume
that the MOC image has an albedo that is representative of the entire region, as seen by
TES. The MOC and TES data sets are of vastly different scales, but the MOC images
that cover this feature do cover a few TES pixels. Therefore, we feel that it is acceptable
to compare the average of a MOC image to the TES albedo and to use MOC to slightly
adjust the brightness of a specific feature. The average bolometric albedo of this region
is 0.25 (e.g., Christensen et al., 2001). Since the feature is about 5% brighter than the
average of the MOC image, we estimate that the feature’ s bolometric albedo is about
0.26. We used the feature’s morning temperature of 211 to 219 K on Ls = 206, and an
albedo of A = 0.26 to estimate that the effective thermal inertia is between 1200 and 2200.
(Christensen et al., 2003) previously observed areas with a thermal inertia of 2200. In the
following discussions, we use an effective thermal inertia of 1500, to approximate a lightly
mantled, high-thermal-inertia material.
To understand the properties of the subsurface material, we need to estimate the thickness of the insulating layer. If the insulating layer is very thick (meters), water ice may be
stable. However, the maximum thickness of an insulating layer on pure water ice that can
match the effective thermal inertia is only about 0.5 to 2 cm, for a coarse-grained sand, and
even thinner for the other modeled insulating layers. Schorghofer and Aharonson (2005)
estimate that at the equator and for the current martian climate, water ice is unstable to a
depth of at least the top 2 m, and the Gamma Ray Spectrometer (GRS), which includes
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a Neutron Spectrometer, has not detected evidence for water in this region (e.g., Feldman
et al., 2004; Boynton et al., 2002). Boynton et al. (2002) have modeled detection of ice
at depths of up to ∼1 meter below dry, loose materials. In addition, the daytime surface
temperatures measured by THEMIS (∼222 K at Ls = 214, and ∼235 K at Ls = 9) reach
well above the water frost temperature (197 K). Therefore, we conclude that neither a pure
water ice nor an ice-rich permafrost substrate covered by a loose layer of dust, fine sand, or
coarse sand is a reasonable candidate for this feature.
Rocky material is the only remaining viable substrate, for which the maximum cover
thickness is about 7 mm, for a coarse-grained sand, and 1 to 2 mm for dust or fine sand,
respectively. Greeley et al. (2004) demonstrated that dust devils that are active in areas with
high fractions of coarse-grained sands leave scallop marks. The dust devil tracks in this
region do not exhibit such scallops, so we do not favor coarse sand as the insulating layer.
Ruff and Christensen (2002) produced a 16 pixel per degree, global dust cover index (DCI)
map using the TES emissivity spectra. The DCI is defined as the average emissivity in the
1350–1400 cm−1 wavenumber range of the TES spectra. This spectral band is sensitive to
particle size effects of silicates 100 µm in size, but is relatively unaffected by atmospheric
conditions. The DCI is sensitive to dust layers whose thickness is on the order of a few tens
of microns. The region around the warm feature (Fig. 4.9) has a DCI of 0.96 to 0.98,
which is an indication of a nearly to completely (silicate) dust-free surface. Therefore,
we prefer the interpretation that there is a few millimeters thick layer of fine silicate sand
(grain sizes of 100 to 200 µm) over “bedrock”. While a basalt bedrock fits well with
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the interpreted history of this region, we note that many non-volcanic rocks have similar
bulk properties, and that the thermophysical solution is not unique to basalt, or even to
bedrock. For example, it could be a deposit of loose rocks with a thin covering of fine
sand. If the bulk thermal inertia is lower, perhaps due to the use of an albedo that is too
high, the ultimate conclusions are the same. To test, we used a bulk thermal inertia of 1000
instead of 1500 (a thermal model run with A = 0.15, I = 1000 approximately matches the
temperature observations). An insulating layer of fine sand over a basalt slab could be up to
about 5 mm thick; the coarse sand is still unlikely due to the morphology of the dust devil
tracks, and the dust is even more unlikely due to the high DCI. An ice-rich permafrost or
pure ice substrate are both still very unlikely. Therefore, we conclude that the IR and GRS
observations are most consistent with a rocky substrate insulated by a 1 to 5 mm thick layer
of fine sand with grain sizes 100 to 200 µm in diameter.

4.5

The Western Cerberus Plains

Murray et al. (2005) have identified an area in south-east Elysium Planitia or western Cerberus Plains (Lanagan, 2004) which they interpret to be a sea of frozen water ice covered
by an insulating layer of dust or indurated dust. This and other areas in the Cerberus plains
and Amazonis Planitia similar to this one have previously been interpreted to be flood lavas
(e.g., Keszthelyi et al., 2000) or mud flow deposits (Malin and Edgett, 2001). In this section, we analyze the thermophysical data in the context of these competing hypotheses.
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Figure 4.9: Dust Cover Index image overlaid on MOLA shaded relief map and THEMIS
night and day images to show the DCI at the warm feature, which is at the center of the
image. Blues and purples are values from 0.96 to 0.98, respectively and indicate little to
no silicate dust cover, while reds and yellows indicate a DCI of 0.92 to 0.94 and a thicker
layer of silicate dust (Ruff and Christensen, 2002, Fig. 14).
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Figure 4.10: A) Portion of MOC image R0401185, which covers an area near the center of
Fig. 4.11. B) Shows the smooth, polygonal pattern in the inter-plate materials (the upperleft portion) and the rough plates.
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The MOC images (Fig. 4.10, B) show a field of rough plates with inter-plate material
with a relatively smooth, polygonal patterned surface. The inter-plate material tends to be
about 5% brighter than the plates. The ∼4 km diameter craters in Fig. 4.10 A, and Fig. 4.11
appear to have had their ejecta blankets covered by the flooding material. At the northern
parts of the region, the pre-dawn THEMIS IR images (Fig. 4.11) show that the inter-plate
material (∼190 K) is about 7 to 10 K warmer than the plates. The daytime THEMIS
IR images show that the plates are warm (245 to 247 K), and that the inter-plate regions
are only slightly cooler (243 to 244 K). The daytime temperatures are from Ls = 0 (vernal
equinox), and the pre-dawn temperatures are from Ls = 34 (mid northern spring). The similar temperatures for the plate and inter-plate materials indicate similar, but not identical,
effective thermal inertias. The daytime temperatures are well above the average saturation
temperature (197 K) of atmospheric water vapor (e.g., Mellon and Phillips, 2001). As in
section 4.4.1, we estimate the insulating layer type and thickness for a number of different
underlying rock properties. The average TES thermal inertia for this region averages from
300 to 400 (Putzig et al., 2005), but the THEMIS data show the thermal inertia reaches as
high as about 600. Figure 4.4 shows a plot of the model results. While the basalt, pure ice,
and permafrost model results are nearly indistinguishable at the lower thermal inertias, of
note is the maximum thickness of an insulating layer over a high-thermal-inertia substrate.
This thickness is about 8 mm for dust, about 2 cm for fine sand, and about 5 cm for coarse
sand. The DCI in the region is relatively high, indicating very little to no silicate dust cover.
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Figure 4.11: Pre-dawn infrared THEMIS temperature image of northern portion of the
putative frozen sea. The nighttime temperatures reach about 190 K, while daytime temperatures exceed 240 K. The brighter, warmer regions are inter-plate materials, and in MOC
images appear smooth with an underlying polygonal pattern, while the cooler materials are
rough and relatively chaotic. The box roughly outlines the area seen in Fig. 4.10, A.
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With a 2 to 5 cm covering, GRS should easily detect extant water ice over this large region.
With such a thin layer of insulating material, water ice in any form is highly unlikely, and
we interpret these data and model results as evidence of rocky materials with a few cm
thick layer of fine or coarse sand. The albedo and temporal variability also suggests unconsolidated materials such as dust or fine sand is present throughout this region (Geissler,
2005). Another possibility is that the entire region is covered in a single, thick (thicker than
the diurnal skin depth of ten to tens of cm) layer of moderate thermal inertia material (300
to 400), such as a very coarse sand or a gravel. The MOC images seem to contra-indicate
such a layer, as there are structures such as the polygonal terrain in the inter-plate regions
and the rough plates that are difficult to reconcile with a thick layer of loose material.

4.6

Putative Pingos in Athabasca Valles

Burr et al. (2005) suggest that a collection of mounds and rimmed features seen in
Athabasca Valles, just south of Cerberus Fossae, can be interpreted as ice-rich pingos,
based on morphology, size, and analogy to the terrestrial ground ice formations. They define pingos as “perennial ice-cored mounds that result from injection (or ’intrusion’) and
freezing of groundwater under pressure.” Burr et al. (2005) distinguish between two different forms of terrestrial pingos, hydrostatic and hydraulic. For hydrostatic pingos, “. . . the
required groundwater pressure comes from local permafrost aggradation in saturated sediments,” and they are “. . . found in flat terrains in areas of continuous permafrost at depth,
which constrains the expelled groundwater to dome upward.” For hydraulic pingos, “. . . the
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required groundwater pressure is artesian,” and they “. . . are generally found in valleys or
at the base of slopes, which can provide the necessary head.” Both forms of pingos seem
to require currently extant water ice to maintain their shapes. Here we interpret the TES
thermal inertia data and the GRS observations of this region to evaluate whether ground ice
as either an ice-rich permafrost or pure ice covered by a layer of insulation is a reasonable
interpretation. The TES thermal inertia map shows that the thermal inertia values average
300–400 in this region, reaching as high as 700 in the area discussed by Burr et al. (2005).
Figure 4.4 shows that the maximum expected thickness of an insulating layer over a substrate of either pure ice or ice-rich permafrost is about 5 cm. As discussed in Section 4.5,
one would expect that GRS would see a hydrogen signature from extensive areas with such
a thin layer of material over water ice. However, the putative pingos cover a small area,
so we cannot rule out the possibility that the Neutron Spectrometer or TES or THEMIS
thermal inertia data are not fully resolving the features.

4.7

Detection of Near Surface Thermal Systems

Here we discuss the difficulty in detecting endogenic thermal anomalies via only thermal
remote sensing. Mars’ geothermal heat flow is about 30 mW m−2 (e.g., Squyres et al.,
1992). The reradiated nighttime heat flux near the equator is about 110 W m−2 (derived
from the Stefan-Boltzmann law using 210 K as the average nighttime surface temperature). The background geothermal gradient contributes very little to the observed flux from
the surface. To be unambiguously detectable, endogenic thermal anomalies must signif-
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icantly increase the observed flux. As shown above, a pre-dawn surface temperature as
high as 215 K is not unexpected. For the purposes of this exercise, we ran the thermal
model with A = 0.13 and I = 2200, which is an end-member case. The maximum modeled pre-dawn (5:00 AM) temperature for this case is ∼226 K. The difference in flux between the background temperature and a feature at an anomalous temperature is given by:
δP =5.67x10−8 ∗ (Ta4 − Tb4 ), where Ta is the temperature of the anomaly, and Tb is the
background temperature. Thus, for a nighttime feature at, say 227 K, δP is 40 W m−2 , or
about a 36% increase over the average background radiated flux.
What sort of geothermal anomalies would cause this increase? Suppose there were a
feature similar to Yellowstone on Mars. Yellowstone’s average conductive heat flux, at
∼2 W m−2 (Morgan et al., 1977), is approximately 67 times the martian geothermal heat
flux of 30 mW m2 , but is only approximately 2% of Mars’ nighttime radiative flux. This
greatly enhanced (over the Mars background geothermal gradient) conductive heat flux
will not be obviously endogenic in the THEMIS IR images, simply due to the high average
surface temperature and uncertainties in the thermal properties of the surface, subsurface,
and atmosphere.
However, Yellowstone on the Earth has times and places where there is much higher
heat flow, namely due to hot water erupting onto the surface. A similar process could
occur on Mars. If pure water on Mars erupted at about 273 K, its melting temperature
∼10 m below the surface, the energy flux from this water would be ∼315 W m−2 , or about
three times the average radiative flux due to insolation, easily identifiable as a thermal
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anomaly. The water from geysers at Yellowstone covers only a very small surface area,
from a few to hundreds of square meters. Assuming similar geyser sizes for Mars, to detect
these eruptions in brightness temperature measurements, at least 10 m pixel−1 thermal
imaging is necessary. However, such an event would be more obvious from spectroscopic
remote sensing as wide-spread, ephemeral, diffuse frost deposits roughly concentric to the
source. Probably the best chance to detect martian hydrothermal systems is first to look
for morphologic and spectroscopic evidence and then focus on those areas with repeated
thermal imaging. THEMIS, by itself is unlikely able to detect, without ambiguity, thermal
systems via its low spatial resolution thermal imaging.
In conclusion, we show that the detection of geothermal systems on Mars requires a
tenfold increase in spatial resolution or sensitivity in the 12 µm atmospheric window. In
addition, very good candidates from morphologic and spectroscopic evidence are needed
to focus the thermal monitoring efforts. Additionally, to rule out anomalous atmospheric
conditions, or to detect irregularly active thermal systems, repeat coverage over much of a
martian season is essential.

4.8

Summary

We used THEMIS nighttime IR and daytime IR images (see Table 4.2), MOC highresolution images, TES thermal inertia and DCI data, GRS data, numerical thermal modeling, and a simple two-layer insulation model to evaluate the proposed thermophysical
properties and compositions of surface and near-surface layers in three regions of SE Ely-
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sium Planitia that are of astrobiological interest. We find that the best fit to the data, in all
three regions, is a layer of rock lightly covered by a layer of insulating material. While
basalt bedrock fits well with the interpreted history of this region, many non-volcanic rocks
have similar bulk thermophysical properties, and the solution is not unique to basalt, or
even to bedrock. The rocky material could be a deposit of loose rocks with interspersed
fine sand.
The Cerberus Fossae fracture system has the thermal properties expected for rocky
materials with a thin dust cover. The pre-dawn temperature within the fissures stays below
expected maximum temperatures for moderate albedo, high-thermal-inertia rock with a thin
insulating layer. Although it can not be ruled out at present, there is no compelling reason,
at this time, to invoke endogenic thermal activity at the fissures. Instead, we propose that
the feature has relatively little insulation on top of relatively rocky materials. We also
show that a fruitful search for any existing endogenic thermal systems on Mars will require
higher temporal-, spectral- and spatial-resolution imaging.
The interpretations of the plates in the western Cerberus plains and ring-like features in
Athabasca Valles as proposed by Murray et al. (2005) and Burr et al. (2005), respectively
do not appear to have the thermal properties expected for a currently ice-rich region nor that
of sublimation residues (in which there are low thermal inertia materials to a depth of many
tens of centimeters). We expect there to be a layer of dust or fine sand no more than about
5 cm thick if ice or ice-rich permafrost is the underlying substrate. Such a thin insulating
layer over water ice would appear as a hydrogen-rich region in the GRS data, which shows
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little to no water signature. We conclude that rocky materials must be present, with a thin
cover of dust or fine sand, and that there is no reason to suspect that water ice is present
near the surface.

Table 4.2: Nighttime THEMIS observations discussed in the text. Temperatures given are the average
specified region. Local time is in hours past midnight.
Image number Canyon temperature (K) Pixel count Plains temperature (K) Pixel count
I00825008
202±4
8259
191±3
334821
I00850006
198±4
5109
187±2
313473
I01212006
195±4
3326
180±3
243954
I01886006
204±3
12983
188±4
329763
I01911003
196±4
4956
181±3
334131
I02610003
196±3
9767
185±4
337025
I02635003
194±3
4882
182±3
337353
I05968011
200±4
11107
186±4
334604
I06692013
199±4
5051
184±4
205361
I06717009
204±5
11457
193±4
334254
I06742009
200±4
7331
186±4
336365
I07054005
204±2
564
189±2
46514
I07516026
203±2
639
192±1
47451
I09538011
200±2
1834
188±2
161598
I10711005
192±3
3729
182±4
65989
I11023005
194±2
1291
183±3
8099
I13182004
193±2
3723
175±2
239036
Ls
330
331
347
15
16
42
43
171
205
207
208
224
248
346
33
45
124

Local time
3.0
3.0
3.1
3.5
3.5
4.0
4.0
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.3
5.3
5.0
4.1
4.6
4.8
5.3

of all pixels with the
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4.9

Appendix: Topography Model

Figure 4.12 shows a representation of the model used to understand the way a fissure’s
geometry affects heat transfer. When considering only solar radiation (i.e., ignoring atmospheric scattering, reradiation, etc.), the amount of sunlight incident on a surface of
unit area determines the energy input into that surface. The solar flux onto a flat surface
is controlled by the incidence angle to the surface normal (φ =

π
2

− β in Fig. 4.12). On

a sloped surface, the incidence angle is dependent on a number of additional factors, including the angle (ϕ) the sloped wall makes with the horizontal, and the orientation of the
sloped wall with respect to south (surface azimuth). To calculate the incidence angle on
all surfaces within a fissure, break the treatment of the fissure floor into three distinct (but
coupled) surfaces, the north-facing wall, the south-facing wall, and the flat floor. The northand south-facing walls only approximately face north and south, respectively, because the
surface azimuth of the fissures (defined as the angle between the local meridian and the
horizontal projection of the normal to the surface) of the Cerberus Fossae is ∼20◦ .
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Figure 4.12: This figure is used to illustrate the geometry of the idealized fissures and as a
visual aid in the calculation of the length of a shadow on the south-facing wall. SL is the
un-shadowed portion of the wall, and Ss is the shadow length. We use the law of sines to
calculate SL , and ultimately the length of the shadow cast onto the south-facing wall. The
symmetry of the fissure and the constant slope of the walls provides an idealized case that
is not realizable in the real world. However, this simplification allows reasonable tests of
the energy budget of a given fissure system.
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The local incidence angle for the north-facing wall:
cos(φn ) = sin(α)sin(θ)cos(ϕ)
− sin(α)cos(θ)sin(ϕ)cos(ζ − γ)
+ cos(α)cos(θ)cos(ϕ)cos(H)

(4.4)

+ cos(α)cos(θ)sin(ϕ)cos(ζ − γ)cos(H)
+ cos(α)sin(ϕ)sin(ζ − γ)sin(H),
for the south-facing wall, cos(ζ − γ) is replaced with cos(π + ζ − γ). For a flat surface,
the equation above reduces to:
cos(φf ) = sin(α)sin(θ) + cos(α)cos(θ)cos(H),

(4.5)

where α is the declination, θ is the latitude at the fissure, γ is the surface azimuth, H is the
hour angle of the sun, ζ is the solar azimuth, and ϕ is the slope of the wall.
For a canyon in the northern hemisphere, the north-facing wall is in complete shadow
if the wall incidence angle, φn ≤

pi
,
2

or if the solar altitude, β, is less than the wall slope:

β = cos−1 [sin(θ)sin(α) + cos(θ)cos(α)cos(H)] ≤ ϕ.

(4.6)

For the purposes of this model, the north-facing wall is either completely shadowed or
not shadowed at all. This simplification is correct for north-facing walls that do not have
changes in slope, which is assumed for this approximation.
The south-facing wall may be partially shadowed depending on the solar altitude and
the slope of the walls. The fraction of the wall in shadow is given by the following set of
equations and is illustrated in Fig. 4.12.
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The law of sines allows us to calculate the portion of wall not in shadow, SL by,
SL =

W sin(β)
.
sin(π − φ − β)

(4.7)

Ss is then l − SL .
The flat floor may also be partially shadowed. If the incidence angle on the flat surface
is greater than the slope of the fissure wall, then the floor is at least partially in shadow, and
the shadow length is given by:
Sf =

w−f
d
−
.
tan(β)
2

(4.8)

The insolation onto any of the three parts of the fissure is given by:
Eiin =

(1 − A)C π
( − βi )(1 − Fi ),
R2
2

(4.9)

where Eiin is the input solar radiation that heats the surface, A is the albedo, C is the
solar constant at 1 AU, R is the distance of Mars from the sun in AU,

pi
2

− βi is the local

incidence angle, and Fs = Ss /l and Ff = Sf /f is the fraction of surface that is shadowed.
Fn is a unit step function for the north-facing wall, as discussed earlier. In this model,
reflections are ignored, so shadowed areas receive zero direct energy.
The average energy input into the entire fissure (per unit area) is:
Ein =

l(Enin + Esin ) + f Efin
,
2l + f

(4.10)

where l is the length of the walls, the other parameters are given above.
To account for the fact that no part of the fissure radiates to an entire hemisphere, the
amount of energy that escapes is a fraction of the amount that would escape from a flat
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surface with the same total surface area as the fissure. That is,

f = 

w
,
2∗l+f

(4.11)

where f is the effective emissivity of the fissure,  is the emissivity of a flat surface with
the same total surface area as the fissure, and the other parameters are given above.
This treatment ignores the details of surface reflections, re-radiation of energy to opposing faces, atmospheric convection, etc. This is valid for the model because only the total
amount of energy that is re-radiated out of the fissure is of interest. The rest of the energy
is retained within the fissure in one way or another and is available for later reradiation,
during the night. Atmospheric convection may play a small part in removing some of the
excess energy. This simplification results in a lower model brightness temperature than is
realistic (we average the energy over a large area, thus decreasing T in the σT 4 radiation
term). Since the fissure temperatures do not exceed even these lower model temperatures,
this simplification is acceptable for this specific application. Detailed modeling of this is
necessary for more complicated regimes.
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